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Abstract
The satellite mission GOCE uses for the first time a gradiometer for determination of
earth’s global gravity field. The observations suffer stochastic and systematic errors.
These errors are caused by rotations and shifts of the accelerometers with respect to
their optimal alignments and positions. The main target of this study is to deduce the
inverse calibration matrix, which parameterizes these errors, by using least squares
adjustment.
Beside signal filtering, weighting and rigorous noise analysis, a complete
variance-covariance propagation chain is applied. For being able to comply with the
given tasks, a simulation environment has been developed. With this environment it is
possible to apply data synthesis, data analysis, filtering, calibration and variancecovariance propagation. In the frame of three external calibration approaches, methods
for improving the calibration accuracy have been developed and implemented.
One big issue of this study is the treatment of accelerometer measurement noise,
angular acceleration noise and angular velocity noise. By using an adequate band-pass
filter, the overall noise level could be strongly reduced. Moreover, variance-covariance
information corresponding to the stochastic noise models has been synthesized and
introduced into the calibration system. By utilizing filtering and variance-covariance
information, the maximal calibration error of the alignment parameters could be
reduced to <10-3.
The analysis of the correlation of the estimated parameters showed that the
correlation among biases and the other parameters vanished after applying a high-pass
filter, because a high-pass filter removes the biases from a signal. Thus, it is not possible
to estimate appropriate bias-parameters from high-pass filtered data, but the calibration
quality of the alignment parameters improves.
Finally harmonic gravity field coefficients have been estimated from externally
calibrated and uncalibrated data. It could be proven that an overall improvement of the
signal quality could be achieved. Nevertheless, because of the maximal quality of only
10-3 of the deduced alignment parameters, larger deviations from the reference gravity
field than in ideal calibration case have to be expected.
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Kurzfassung
Die Satellitenmission GOCE nutzt erstmals einen Gradiometer zur Bestimmung des
globalen

Schwerefeldes

der

Erde.

Die

von

einem

Gradiometer

beobachteten

Beschleunigungsdifferenzen unterliegen aufgrund möglicher Unzulänglichkeiten nicht
nur stochastischen, sondern auch systematischen Fehlern. Diese entstehen durch
Rotationen und Verschiebungen der einzelnen Akzelerometer gegenüber der idealen
Konfiguration. Ziel der Arbeit ist es Methoden zu entwickeln, um die inverse
Kalibrierungsmatrix

(IKM),

die

diese

Unzulänglichkeiten

parametrisiert

mittels

Ausgleichung zu ermitteln.
Hierbei wird eine strenge Analyse des Rausch- und Fehlerverhaltens des Systems
durchgeführt. Mittels durchgängiger Kovarianzfortpflanzung wird die mögliche Qualität
der Kalibrierung aufgezeigt. Weiters wurde eine Simulationsumgebung entwickelt, die
Datensynthese, Datenanalyse, Kovarianzfortpflanzung und Kalibrierung möglich macht.
Schlussendlich wurden Methoden zur Verbesserung der Kalibriergenauigkeit entwickelt
und getestet.
Die größten Probleme bei der Herleitung der ICM bereiteten das farbige
Rauschen der Winkelbeschleunigungen und der Winkelgeschwindigkeiten. Durch
Anbringen

eines

geeigneten

Band-Pass-Filters

konnte

das

Messrauschen

der

Akzelerometer und das Rauschen der Winkelinformationen stark reduziert werden.
Weiters wurde geeignete Varianz-Kovarianz Information synthetisiert und in das System
eingebunden. So konnte die maximal erzielbare Genauigkeit der geschätzten Parameter
auf <10-3 gesteigert werden.
Eine Analyse der Korrelationen der geschätzten Parameter ergab, dass durch
Hochpassfilterung die Korrelation von Bias-Parametern zu den anderen Parametern
verschwindet. Der Grund dafür ist, dass Hochpassfilterung dazu führt, dass die Biases
vom Signal entfernt werden. Deswegen ist es weiters nicht möglich, Bias-Parameter
exakt zu schätzen. Dafür steigt die Qualität der Schätzung der anderen Parameter.
Schlussendlich zeigte die Schätzung von Schwerefeld-Koeffizienten aus extern
kalibrierten und nicht kalibrierten Daten, dass eine Verbesserung der Signalqualität
möglich ist. Allerdings sind Restfehler aufgrund der maximalen Genauigkeit der extern
geschätzten IKM von 10-3 zu erwarten.
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1) Introduction
The last decades have shown that the activities of mankind can have a global influence
on the environment. Regardless if the impact has positive or negative effects on complex
ecosystems on earth, for future generations it will be of major importance to understand
how past and future use of resources can change the behavior of globally correlated
systems. Scientists have worked out many methods to analyze earth’s dynamics. One
major part of their work is achieving globally, high densely distributed measurements.
For this reason satellite missions are indispensable tools to acquire globally and equally
distributed data sets within relatively short time periods. A lot of globally acting
phenomena can be worked out by monitoring the earth’s gravity field. Effects like pole
ice melting, glacial ice melting, increasing sea-levels, crustal movements, sea and solid
earth tides, ground movements, volcanic activities and even drifting ocean ice have a
global or local influence on earth’s gravitational potential. The earth’s gravity field is
represented by an equipotential surface at mean sea level, called the geoid. A high
precision geoid is of great importance for many geodetic applications (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Impressions of the geoid EGM96. Left: 3D presentation. Right: Rectangular projection.

Gravity satellite missions are designed to deliver maximal spatial or temporal resolution
of spaceborne gravity measurements. To achieve these specifications high quality
measurement systems (in orbit and on ground) and a well designed orbit are needed. A
satellite mission designed for gravity field observation is the ESA mission GOCE (Gravity
Field and Steady-State Ocean Circulation Explorer). The satellite has the following
devices on board ([1], [3]): three axes gradiometer, star tracker, GPS (Global Positioning
System) receiver, GPS antennas and radio transceiver. Of course, depending on the
mission additional devices could be applied, but this list should just give an overview.
Because of the fact that the gravity field attenuates by a factor defined by one over the
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squared distance, preferably a low orbit is needed. At heights above ground of about
300-400 kilometers and lower, atmospheric drag cannot be neglected. So a drag-free
control system like an ion propulsion system is installed. To get a globally distributed
data set with as small as possible polar gaps, a high inclined orbit with nearly 90 degree
inclination should be chosen.
A mission as described above has high requirements on positioning and on the
gravity field measurements. To accomplish this, the SST-hl (Satellite to Satellite
Tracking – high low) tracking system is used. While a GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite
System) like GPS (Global Positioning System) delivers the state vector of the satellite,
the star tracker determines its attitude. Beside GPS and star tracker, the gradiometer is
the most important measurement instrument on board. The gravity field is determined
by measuring the relative acceleration of a proof mass (PM) with respect to the satellite.
From these accelerations common and differential mode (CM and DM) accelerations are
calculated. The CM observations are used for the drag-free control by linking them to
the ion propulsion system. The DM observations are used to obtain gravity field
information. Of course the earth’s gravity field is not the only source of acceleration.
There are systematic effects like other conservative forces from tides, related to Sun,
Moon and other planets. Moreover there exist stochastic errors like measurement noise
and other uncertainties.
The CM accelerations represent the non-conservative forces acting on the
satellite. Influences like solar radiation pressure and electromagnetic couplings between
instruments and earth magnetic field are part of the CM accelerations. The calibration
and validation of observations is a crucial issue ([4], [9]). The objective of calibration and
validation is to obtain the response, integrity and quality of the system by comparing the
measurements with independent data sources. While with validation the integrity and
correctness of the data is tested [17], calibration is used for determining internal
systematic errors for the measurement devices, so that correction terms can be applied
to the observations.
A one axis gradiometer consists of two accelerometers. Each accelerometer
measures the acceleration of a proof mass with respect to the satellite (see chapter 3).
The quality of the gradiometer data depends on the correct positioning and alignment of
the accelerometers. In practice it is not possible to perfectly situate the accelerometers
on their nominal positions. The occurring alignment errors can be formulated by the
four error types, rotation of the accelerometer, non-orthogonal accelerometer axis,
accelerations scale factor and quadratic factor (see chapter 5). The main target of the
external calibration method presented in this study is to describe the occurring errors of
the gradiometer by comparing the observations with synthetic measurements derived
from a gravity field model. Thus, it is a valuable tool for verifying already applied
calibration methods like on-ground or internal calibration.
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Calibration can be done at several data levels. First the voltages from the
gradiometer

are

translated

into

accelerations

and

further

into

CM

and

DM

accelerations. These accelerations are verified and converted into gravity gradients,
which again are compared with a-priori gravity gradients. This approach is called threestep calibration, consisting of the following steps:
– On-ground calibration
– In-flight calibration
– External calibration
Chapter 2) gives a brief description of each action.
Because

of

the

wide-spreading

premises

of

external

calibration

many

mathematical fundamentals like variance-covariance propagation, estimation theory,
filtering, spectral analysis, reference frames and frame transformations are needed to
fully understand the topic. For this reason this study is subdivided into three parts:
Principles, Simulation Environment Description and Calibration Realization.
In the first part basics like calibration principles, working principles of an EGG
(Electrostatic Gravity Gradiometer, see chapter 3), gravity models, data synthesis and
the developed mathematical models for estimation are explained. The scope of this part
is to explain the basic principles which are needed to accomplish external calibration.
Additionally it is shown how variance-covariance propagation can be applied to every
calculation step. There exist many methods of external calibration and validation. In this
study, a method is described where the measured CM and DM EGG satellite
observations are externally calibrated with synthetic satellite DM accelerations obtained
from an a-priori global gravity field model. Three alternative methods should be
mentioned here, too: star-tracker assisted external calibration or validation at
accelerometer level [40], external calibration or validation of gravity gradients or
accelerations by using GPS data ([4], [35], [39]), and external calibration or validation
by using terrestrial gravity data ([1], [18], [38]).
In the second part the stochastic behavior of realistic data sets for simulation is
investigated. Some problems concerning the noise behavior of this data are discussed
there.
Next the external calibration itself has been accomplished within a simulation
environment using data with realistic noise behavior. A detailed analysis of the impact of
all noise components of synthetic measurements and real observations on the calibration
error is done. Moreover, based on the results of the data analysis, concepts for
improving the calibration results are introduced, and some conclusions are proposed.
Three external calibration approaches are applied in this study: Parameter approach,
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Conditions approach, and a modified conditions approach which combines the
advantages of the parameter and conditions approach.
Finally some geodetic basics are explained in the appendix. For example
coordinate frames are discussed there.
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I PRINCIPLES
2) Calibration principles
Calibration and validation play an important role for the whole quality management
process. Therefore it has to be exactly distinguished between both terms. The data
processing facilities of a satellite mission like GOCE work with defined data levels ([27],
[36]). While level 0 and level 1a data are raw observations, higher data levels (1b, 2)
already contain calibrated observations. Calibrated data is changed by the calibration
parameters, while validated observations are proven to be within the specifications. The
term validation describes all actions concerning data quality and verification, and can be
applied to all data levels. Within the validation process, the numerical information of the
observations is compared with independent information, but remains unchanged.
Generally, from measurement device read-outs physical units have to be deduced
by utilizing conversion parameters (e.g. scale factors, quadratic scale factors). The term
calibration describes all methods which are applied to the data set for determining these
parameters with the required accuracy. Moreover calibration can be used to describe
the procedure for deducing calibration parameters itself. In fact the application of
calibration parameters is a correction of the data [14]. Additionally covariance
propagation can be utilized for determining the accuracy of the calibrated data.
At higher data levels it has to be made sure that the deduced data products meet
the requirements on correctness and quality. Therefore the data is compared with
known external information. It has to be made sure that the measurement process, error
estimation and calibration have been performed well. The main difference between
calibration and validation is that in calibration correction parameters are applied to the
data, while validation is used to test the results compared to already available
information [25].

2.1)

On-ground calibration

The pre-launch calibration is done before the satellite is brought into space. Here it is
tested if the specifications of the gradiometer are within defined limits. Every part of the
EGG (Electrostatic Gravity Gradiometer) undergoes tests in a laboratory so that the
scale factors and quadratic factors are determined ([11], [12]). Also the conversion
factors from voltages to accelerations are provided. The main problem of pre-launch
calibration is the non gravity-free environment, since the accelerometers are designed
to work best at zero gravity. Although some quantities change over time, the on-ground
calibration delivers the basics for following calibration steps.
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In-flight calibration

In-flight, on-board or internal calibration is done when the satellite is in its orbit shortly
before the measurement phase begins. By using the thrusters the satellite is exposed to
acceleration whose amplitude is sufficiently precisely known. Applying this so called
“shaking” [9], the influences of relative scale factors and relative misalignments on DM
observations and relative misalignments on CM observations between accelerometer
pairs along each arm can be deduced. Again this method needs some presumptions.
Quantities concerning non-orthogonality of the gradiometer axis and misplacements of
the accelerometers need to be obtained from on-ground calibration or have to be
assumed to be negligibly small. No absolute corrections can be found by internal
calibration. Therefore, for achieving them an additional calibration step has to be done.

2.3)

External calibration

The external or absolute calibration methods discussed in this study use synthetic
differential mode differences derived from a well chosen gravity field model together
with attitude information of the satellite, and compares the generated data with the
satellite DM observations to deduce calibration parameters which can be applied to the
measurements.
In general, various data sets like terrestrial data, other satellite gravity gradients or
combined data can be used for external calibration. The quality of the calibration results
also depends on the types of used data. A combination of airborne and terrestrial data
[17] is used to combine the high frequency information of terrestrial with lower
frequencies of airborne data. While this data covers areas of hundreds of square
kilometers, the use of only ground gravity measurements [1] is not the best choice for a
global model, but delivers good results for local calibration. The combination of hl-SST
measurements with terrestrial data and a global gravity field model [4] is a possibility to
obtain globally calibrated data sets. From all approaches linear scale factors, couplings
and biases can be deduced. The external calibration approaches introduced in this study
use synthetic data derived from an a-priori global gravity field for calibration. The
strengths and weaknesses of these calibration approaches will be shown in the following
chapters. Moreover some solution strategies for better calibration quality are proposed
in this work.
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3) Working principle of an EGG
To understand how CM and DM observations are derived the working principle of an
EGG (Electrostatic Gravity Gradiometer) has to be described. In this chapter the general
physical fundamentals of a gradiometer and its parts are explained.

3.1)

One Axis Gradiometer

A One Axis Electrostatic Gravity Gradiometer (OAG) consists of two Electrostatic
Accelerometers. An accelerometer consists of a proof mass (PM) with precisely known
mass and a cage. The PM is situated inside of the cage (Figure 3.1). In principle an
Electrostatic Accelerometer measures the relative motion between the cage and the
proof mass. The proof mass is electrostatically suspended and actively controlled in the
centre of the cage by applying voltages to electrodes positioned on the cage. To achieve
a polarization of the proof mass an electric current conducting wire is fixed on it (orange
line in Figure 3.1 left). Capacitive sensors measure the displacement between the proof
mass and the cage, while the control voltages to be applied to keep the proof mass in its
position represent the relative acceleration between the proof mass and the cage.
Cage

a pm

Proof Mass

COM

Upper electrode-plate
Proof-Mass

a detected

Ring-plate

a cage

Lower
electrode-plate

Figure 3.1: Schematic configuration of an electrostatic accelerometer. Left: Plan view, the conducting wire is
drawn orange. Right: 3D presentation.

Usually the cage is connected to the satellite rigidly, so that the cage experiences the
same acceleration as the complete satellite. The detected acceleration can be written as
the difference between the vector of cage acceleration a cage = a satellite and the vector of
the proof-mass acceleration a pm .

a detected = a cage − a pm = a satellite − a pm

(3.1)

For an OAG two accelerometers are mounted with their sole plates on the gradiometer
arm. Ideally, they are positioned in such a way that the centre of mass (COM) coincides
with the geometric COM of the whole construct. We will see later that this definition is
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very important for optimal measurement results. With two accelerometers common
mode (CM) and differential mode (DM) observations can be computed from the detected
accelerations. The definition of CM and DM accelerations will be given by equation
(3.3). Figure 3.2 shows the schematic assembly of an OAG.

Figure 3.2: One Axis Gradiometer (OAG) arm schematic assembly.

3.2)

Three Axis Gradiometer

Although the gravity potential of the earth can be reconstructed by measuring only one
accelerometer direction [17], a higher quality of the final gravity model can be achieved
by observing the accelerations along three gradiometer axes. Three OAG arms are
orthogonally aligned, and their origins coincide with the COM of all gradiometer masses
(Figure 3.3).

A1

A6

A5

A2

A3

A4

Figure 3.3:

Three Axis Gradiometer (TAG) arm schematic assembly. Left: Complete 3D presentation of
assembly. Right: Schematic arrangement of proof masses.

If the proof mass is affected by an acceleration

a

i

relative to the cage, the
i

i

i

accelerometer applies a counteracting control voltage ( V x , V y , V z ) along each axis
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i

( X ARF , Y ARF , Z ARF ) to keep the proof mass in its position in the centre of the cage. (The
lower indices of the coordinate axis define the coordinate frame in which they are
represented. ARF stands for Accelerometer Reference Frame. A definition of all used
coordinate frames can be found in the appendix.) For a perfect accelerometer the
control voltages depend linearly on the accelerations, which is expressed by a function
i

F :
i

i

V = F ⋅a
F

i

i

(3.2)

is a function of mass of the PM, distance between PM and electrode, dielectric

constant, area covered by the electrodes, and polarization voltage of the PM. In general
the function is nonlinear. Causes for non-linearity can be the displacement of the PM
from the nominal position or other imperfections of the accelerometer.
Each accelerometer has two high-sensitive axes and one low-sensitive axis. Along
the high-sensitive axes the accelerations can be measured more precisely than along the
low-sensitive axes by a factor of about 100-1000 ([10], [17]). The low-sensitive axis is
aligned along the short edge of the PM, and the high-sensitive axes are aligned along
the long edges of the PM.
From the voltages applied to the cage the accelerations are derived. Assume that
the acceleration vector measured by the accelerometer
i

a = [a xi

a iy

Ai , with i = 1K 6 , is

a zi ]T , and that there are no alignment errors. From the six accelerometer
ij

ij

observations three common mode a c and three differential mode observations a d can
be deduced by:

ij

ac =

ij

ad =

(

1 i
j
a +a
2

(

1 i
j
a −a
2

)

⎡ a xi + a xj ⎤ ⎡ a cij, x ⎤
1⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥
= ⎢a iy + a yj ⎥ = ⎢a cij, y ⎥
2 i
⎢ a z + a zj ⎥ ⎢ a cij, z ⎥
⎣
⎦ ⎣
⎦

)

⎡ a xi − a xj ⎤ ⎡ a dij, x ⎤
1⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥
= ⎢a iy − a yj ⎥ = ⎢a dij, y ⎥
2 i
⎢ a z − a zj ⎥ ⎢ a dij, z ⎥
⎣
⎦ ⎣
⎦

(3.3)

The subscript c defines common mode and d differential mode accelerations. While the
DM differences are composed of a combination of gravity field tensor, angular velocities
and angular accelerations, the CM accelerations represent the non-conservative forces
acting on the gradiometer.
One major issue for linking the CM and DM observations to the second
derivatives of the gravity potential (gravity gradients) is the attitude of the gradiometer.
Therefore, a distinct definition of reference frames is needed (see Appendix Reference
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Frames, chapter 15). While the gravity gradients are usually computed originally in the
LNOF (Local North Oriented Frame), the measurements are done in the GRF
(Gradiometer Reference Frame). The rotations between these two frames can be found
by using star-tracker (STR) observations. The star-tracker information describes the
transformation from the inertial reference frame (IRF) to the GRF. Additionally, the
transformation information from the earth fixed frame (ERF, for example LNOF) to the
IRF is required, which includes also information about precession, nutation and polar
motion. Later on we will see that the quality of the transformation information is critical.
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4) From gravity to gradiometer observations
For the full understanding what a gradiometer is measuring, the involved forces shall be
investigated. Omitting non-conservative forces, the satellite moves along its orbit - a
geodetic line in space-time in the earth’s gravitation field. (The reader shall be
motivated to think about the influence of gravity and non-conservative forces on the
satellite’s trajectory.) Beside the earth’s gravity there are influences of other bodies of
the solar system which have to be taken into account. The accelerations experienced by
the satellite can be classified into accelerations coming from gravitational (conservative)
and non-gravitational (non-conservative) forces. Conservative forces are the gravity field
of earth, moon, sun, other planets and other celestial bodies. They can be represented
by the gravity gradient tensor. Non-conservative forces are drag, solar radiation
pressure and forces caused by thrusters. Additionally inertial forces, caused by rotation
of the satellite around its COM, occur. All these forces influence the gradiometer
observations. The following accelerations will be taken into account:
– Earth’s gravity field
– Linear acceleration from satellite rotation
– Centrifugal acceleration
– Acceleration from Coriolis force
– Acceleration caused by material deformations
– Linear acceleration from non-conservative forces
– Accelerations from other satellite masses
– Acceleration from coupling of the accelerometer with the earth’s magnetic field

4.1)

The gravitational gradient tensor

The earth’s gravity field is represented by the gravitational potential U , which is usually
expressed by a spherical harmonic series expansion [24]:

U (r , θ , λ ) =

GM
R

∞

⎛R⎞
⎜ ⎟
∑
l =0 ⎝ r ⎠

l +1 l

∑ (C
m =0

lm

cos mλ + S lm sin mλ ) ⋅ Plm (cos θ )

(4.1)

The gravitational constant times mass of the earth is described by GM , the earth’s
reference radius by R , the fully normalized potential coefficients of degree l and order

m by Clm , S lm and the fully normalized Legendre functions of degree l and order m at
the co-latitude

θ

polar coordinates

by Plm (cos θ ) . The position of the potential is represented in geocentric

r,θ , λ .

The nine spatial second derivatives of the gravitational potential U compose the
gravitational gradient tensor (GGT):
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U xz ⎤
∂ 2U
⎥
U yz ⎥ , U ij =
, i , j = x, y , z
∂ri ∂r j
U zz ⎥⎦

(4.2)

The GGT can be computed in various coordinate frames. In this study the GGT in LNOF
(Local North Oriented Frame, definition can be found in the appendix) has been chosen
for the synthesis of observations. In all coordinate frames the GGT is symmetric
( U ij = U ji ) and traceless (

∑U

ii

= 0 , Laplace equation). The elements of the GGT are

proportional to the components of the measured DM accelerations.

4.2)

From gradients to CM and DM accelerations

If we assume that the accelerometer cage is stiffly connected to the satellite, and that
there are no relative movements between the centre of the gradiometer (of the cage)
and the COM of the satellite, the accelerometer experiences the relative acceleration
between its proof mass and the satellite. The complete detected acceleration of an
accelerometer Ai [17] is modeled by:
i
& ]) ⋅ R + 2[Ω] ⋅ R& + R
&& + D − S − M .
a = −([U ] − [Ω] 2 − [Ω
i
i
i
i
i

(4.3)

Equation (4.3) is the general description of the measured acceleration of an
accelerometer in orbit with its components explained in the sequel. It can be applied to
any accelerometer of a gradiometer without alignment errors. The measurements of two
oppositely aligned accelerometers can be combined to common mode and differential
mode differences as defined in equation (3.3).
In orbit the acceleration related to the gravitational gradient is − [U ] ⋅ R i , where

R i defines the position vector from the COM to the accelerometer Ai . It describes the
relative acceleration between the accelerometer PM and the accelerometer cage, which
is stiffly connected to the satellite. According to equation (4.2) the measured quantity of
the accelerometer is:

[U ] ⋅ R i .
The accelerometer’s relative position to the satellite’s COM, represented by

(4.4)

Ri

influences the quantity of the measured accelerations. In Figure 4.1 the one-axis
gradiometer reference frame defined by accelerometer A2 and A5 (OGR-25, for its
definition see appendix) without alignment error is shown. The low-sensitive axes are
highlighted in blue.
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X OGR

A5

A2

YOGR

Figure 4.1:

OGR L5
O25

L2
O2

R2

O5

R5

C
COM

Z OGR

Alignment of one accelerometer pair. The position vector is defined from the centre of mass of
the satellite to the centre of the proof mass. The chosen coordinate system is OGR-25. The
distance between the accelerometer i and the OAG origin is defined by Li.

In its orbit the satellite experiences a rotation around all three axes. Additional
disturbances from other solar bodies and non-gravitational forces make the rotation a
quantity which has to be measured. The three components of the angular velocity

ωx ,ω y ,ωz

and their first derivatives, the angular accelerations

ω& x , ω& y , ω& z ,

can be

written into the tensors:

⎡ 0
⎢
[Ω ] = ⎢ ω z
⎢− ω y
⎣

− ωz
0

ωx

⎡ 0
ωy ⎤
⎥ &
⎢
− ω x ⎥ , [Ω] = ⎢ ω& z
⎢− ω& y
0 ⎥⎦
⎣

− ω& z
0
ω& x

ω& y ⎤
⎥
− ω& x ⎥

(4.5)

0 ⎥⎦

They define the angular velocities and angular accelerations of the accelerometer
around the COM relative to an inertial system. The angular velocities and accelerations
i

are defined in the same reference frame as the measured accelerations a .
Because of the satellite’s rotation the centrifugal acceleration, the linear
acceleration from rotation, and the Coriolis acceleration have to be taken into account.
The centrifugal acceleration of the accelerometer Ai proof mass in the satellite frame is
described by the cross product

ω × (ω × R i ) ,

where

ω = [ω x ω y ω z ]T

is the angular

velocity vector, and can also be written as:

[ω ]2 ⋅ R i .

(4.6)

The linear acceleration of the accelerometer Ai proof mass, induced by the satellite
angular acceleration about its COM, is the result of the cross product

ω& = [ω& x ω& y ω& z ]T

ω& × R i

where

is the angular acceleration vector, and can also be written as:

[ω& ] ⋅ R i .
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As a result of the coupling between the rates of change of the proof mass position with
respect to the satellite COM with the satellite angular rotation about its COM, the
Coriolis force has to be introduced. It is defined by 2ω × R& i where R& i is the first
derivative of the position vector of the proof mass with respect to the COM, and can be
written as:

2[Ω] ⋅ R& i .

(4.8)

Due to material issues of the satellite, like vibrations and thermo-elastic deformations, a
movement of the cage of the accelerometer Ai with respect to the satellite COM can
occur. This effect can be reduced by using thermostatically stable material for the
satellite components. It is represented by the second time derivative of the position
vector R i from the COM to the accelerometer:

&& i .
R

(4.9)

Other non-conservative forces like atmospheric drag, radiation pressure and thruster
actions also cause accelerations on the satellite. All accelerations are summed up in one
acceleration component term:

D.

(4.10)

The so called self-gravity is caused by gravitational attraction of other satellite parts on
the proof mass of accelerometer

Ai . It occurs if the satellite instruments are

asymmetrically distributed and thus the mass distribution is not perfectly symmetric. No
relative motion of the cage to the satellite is produced by self-gravity, thus a negative
acceleration is detected:

− Si .

(4.11)

Finally, the coupling between the proof mass and the external magnetic field produces
an acceleration. The detected acceleration from magnetic coupling is:

−Mi.

(4.12)

By summing up all occurring accelerations the accelerometer measurements can be
finally modeled. In practice measurement noise has to be taken into account, too. By
applying filters to the observation time series noise can be reduced (for observation
noise see chapter 11).

4.3)

Gradiometer imperfections

In reality the geometrical centers of one gradiometer axis and the COM do not perfectly
coincide. Thus, a vector C pointing from the COM to the geometrical centre of the
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gradiometer grid is introduced. C points from the nominal centre O2 to the real centre

O2′ .

X OGR

X 2′
A’5

A’2

O2′

YOGR

Figure 4.2:

O

A′ 2
C
R′ 2

COM

OGR
25

O5′

A′ 5

Y 2′

O 2′

A′ 2

O2
ΔA ′ 2

R′5

Z OGR

Z 2′

R′2

General alignment of the accelerometer pair 2-5. The Vector C is defined from the COM to the
geometrical centre of the gradiometer. Also the vector A’i has been introduced. It points from the
geometrical centre of the gradiometer to the centre of the proof mass. Left: overview OAG25.
Right: detail of accelerometer 2.

Second, the proof mass is not perfectly aligned on the gradiometer axis, but is shifted by
the vector ΔA′ i . The vector A′ i points from the centre of the gradiometer to the centre
of the accelerometer Ai . The apostrophe indicates this misalignment. Figure 4.2 shows
the positions of the accelerometers and vectors for the OGR-25. If the proof masses are
not exactly aligned to their nominal positions as shown in Figure 4.1, the vector A i has
to be replaced by A′ i . R ′ i and its derivatives can be derived by a simple vector addition.

&&′ − C&&
&&′ = A
R ′ i = A′ i − C , R& ′ i = A& ′ i − C& , R

(4.13)

If (4.13) is inserted into (4.3) and R′i is replaced by R i , we obtain a more general
description of the measured accelerations, which also holds if the proof masses are not
on their nominal positions.
i
&&′ − C&&) + D − S − M .
& ]) ⋅ ( A′ i − C ) + 2[Ω] ⋅ ( A& ′ i − C& ) + ( A
a = −([U ] − [Ω] 2 − [Ω
i
i
i

(4.14)

If the accelerometers are on their nominal positions A i = A′ i , and the satellite and
gradiometer do not underlie elastic deformations, then the derivatives of A′ i and C

&′ , A
&&′ , C& , C&& ≈ 0 ), and equation (4.14) is reduced to:
become negligible ( A
i
i
i
& ]) ⋅ A + ([U ] − [Ω] 2 − [Ω
& ]) ⋅ C + D − S − M .
a = −([U ] − [Ω] 2 − [Ω
i
i
i

(4.15)

From these measured accelerations again common mode and differential mode
differences can be deduced.
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ij
& ]) ⋅ Aijc + ([U ] − [Ω]2 − [Ω
& ]) ⋅ C + D − S ijc − M ijc
a c = −([U ] − [Ω]2 − [Ω
ij
& ]) ⋅ Aijd − S ij − M ijd
a = −([U ] − [Ω]2 − [Ω
d

(4.16)

d

Formula (4.16) contains the following substitutions:
ij

Ac =
ij

Ad =

1
( Ai + A j ) ,
2

Sc =

1
( Ai − A j ) ,
2

Sd =

ij

ij

1
(S i + S j ) ,
2

Mc =

1
(S i − S j ) ,
2

Md =

ij

ij

1
(M i + M j ) ,
2
1
(M i − M j ) .
2

If the accelerometers Ai , A j belong to the same one-axis gradiometer (ij=14, 25, 36) then
ij

ij

A c = 0 and A d = A i = A j because of symmetric alignment, and equation (4.16) can be
reformulated to:
ij
& ]) ⋅ C + D − S ij − M ijc
a c = ([U ] − [Ω]2 − [Ω
c
ij
ij
ij
2
&
a = −([U ] − [Ω] − [Ω]) ⋅ Ai − S − M d
d

(4.17)

d

In an optimally designed and aligned gradiometer, self-gravity, magnetic coupling and
the misalignment of the gradiometer to the COM are negligibly small, and due to
ij

ij

ij

S c , S d , M c , M dij , C ≈ 0 equation (4.17) delivers:
ij

ac = D

(4.18)

ij
& ]) ⋅ Ai
a d = −([U ] − [Ω]2 − [Ω

Equation (4.18) supports the statement that the main part of the CM observations
consists of accelerations from non-conservative forces D . The DM observations mainly

& ]) ⋅ A i .
contain gravitational and inertial accelerations − ([U ] − [Ω] − [Ω
2
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5) Details on gradiometer imperfections
Although it is the ambition of gradiometer development to design a perfect gradiometer
grid, it is not possible to exactly adjust the accelerometers on their nominal positions
and orientations. Equations (4.3) and (4.18) describe an ideal constellation. In practice,
the accelerometers Ai within a gradiometer are mispositioned by a vector ΔA i from
their nominal origin Oi . Moreover they can be rotated with respect to their nominal
orientation. In a three-dimensional coordinate system the rotation can be expressed by
three rotation angles ( ϕ i , θ i ,ψ i ) around the three axes ( X GR , YGR , Z GR ). Figure 5.1
visualizes this misalignment in a two-dimensional coordinate system.

X OGR
A’2

ψ2

A’2

O2′
ΔA 2 R ′ 2
O2

YOGR

COM

A2

Figure 5.1:

5.1)

C

O2′

OGR
O25

O5

R5

A5

O2

ΔA 2

A2

Left: Two-dimensional simplification of a misaligned accelerometer O2 in a one-axis gradiometer
reference frame 25. The accelerometer is shifted and rotated (y2). Right: Presentation of an
accelerometer misaligned in all three dimensions.

Accelerometer

The mispointing of the accelerometer reference frame (ARF) of the accelerometer Ai
with respect to the gradiometer reference frame (GRF) can be modeled by the rotation
matrix [ ρ ]i . It is defined by a combination of three rotations:

[ ρ ]i = [ R]ϕi ⋅ [ R]θi ⋅ [ R]ψi

(5.1)

with the three rotation matrices:

0
0 ⎤
⎡1
⎡cos(θ i ) 0 − sin(θ i ) ⎤
⎡ cos(ψ i ) sin(ψ i ) 0⎤
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎥
θ
ψ
[ R]i = ⎢0 cos(ϕi ) sin(ϕi ) ⎥ , [ R]i = ⎢ 0
1
0 ⎥ , [ R]i = ⎢− sin(ψ i ) cos(ψ i ) 0⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢⎣0 − sin(ϕi ) cos(ϕi )⎥⎦
⎢⎣ sin(θ i ) 0 cos(θ i ) ⎥⎦
⎢⎣
0
0
1⎥⎦
ϕ

For small angles

α

the cosine terms become nearly one ( cos α ≈ 1 ), and the sine terms

can be approximated by the angle itself ( sin α ≈ α ). According to equation (5.1), the
complete rotation matrix is achieved by a multiplication of three partial rotations. For
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ϕi , θ i , λi << 1

the multiplication can be replaced by an addition of

differential rotation matrices. Thus the combined rotation matrix can be simplified to:

⎡ 1
[ ρ ]i = [ I 3 ] + [dR ]i + [dR ]i + [dR ]i = [ I 3 ] + [dρ ]i = ⎢⎢− ψ i
⎢⎣ θ i
ϕ

θ

ψi

ψ

1
− ϕi

− θi ⎤
ϕ i ⎥⎥ .
1 ⎥⎦

(5.2)

Further, it is not possible to perfectly rectangularly align the electrodes to the cage.
There will always be small deviations from the optimum. So this non-orthogonality of the
accelerometer axes causes a coupling between the measurements of accelerations along
i

i

i

the three axes X ARF , Y ARF , Z ARF . The shear matrix for small coupling factors can be
approximated by:

⎡1
[δ ]i = [ I 3 ] + [ dS ]i + [dS ]i + [dS ]i = [ I 3 ] + [dδ ]i = ⎢⎢ε i
⎢⎣ηi
ε

η

ς

ε i ηi ⎤
1 ς i ⎥⎥
ς i 1 ⎥⎦

(5.3)

with the elements of the differential shear matrix [ dδ ]i representing the couplings
between axes

ε i : X i ⇔ Yi , η i : X i ⇔ Z i

and

ς i : Yi ⇔ Z i .

Because of the above-mentioned imperfections of the accelerometer alignment, a
voltage scale factor matrix [κ ]i has to be introduced. The voltage scale factor matrix
defined in equation (5.4) represents the inequality between the measured accelerations
and the accelerations from an optimally aligned accelerometer.

⎡1 + κ xi
0
0 ⎤
⎥
⎢
i
[κ ]i = [ I 3 ] + [dκ ]i = ⎢ 0
1+ κ y
0 ⎥
⎢ 0
0
1 + κ zi ⎥⎦
⎣

(5.4)

Moreover, the relation between the voltages measured by the electrodes and the
accelerations of the proof mass are non-linear. Because of these non-linear irregularities
of the accelerometer a voltage quadratic factor matrix [ K 2]i has to be introduced, too:

⎡1 + K 2 ix
0
0 ⎤
⎥
⎢
i
[ K 2]i = [ I 3 ] + [dK 2]i = ⎢ 0
1+ K2y
0 ⎥.
⎢ 0
0
1 + K 2 iz ⎥⎦
⎣

(5.5)

The measured acceleration of the misaligned accelerometer a ′ i now can be rewritten
as:

a′i = [κ ]i ⋅ [ ρ ]i ⋅ [δ ]i ⋅ a i + [ K 2]i ⋅ a i + b i + n i
2

≈ ([ I 3 ] + [dκ ]i + [dρ ]i + [dδ ]i ) ⋅ a i + [ K 2]i ⋅ a i + b i + n i
2
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n i = [n xi

accelerometer

n iy

bias
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vector

b i = [bxi

b yi

bzi ]T

and

the

noise

vector

n zi ]T . By combining all misalignment matrices and the linear scale factor

matrix to a matrix [ K ]i , for small misalignments equation (5.6) can be simplified to:

a ′ i = [ K ]i ⋅ a i + [ K 2]i ⋅ a i + b i + n i
2

⎡ K 11
⎢
with [ K ]i = K 21
⎢
⎢⎣ K 31

K 13 ⎤ ⎡ 1 + κ xi
⎢
K 23 ⎥⎥ ≈ ⎢− ψ i + ε i
K 33 ⎥⎦ i ⎢⎣ θ i + η i

K 12
K 22
K 32

ψ i + εi
1 + κ yi
− ϕi + ς i

(5.7)

− θi + ηi ⎤
⎥
ϕi + ς i ⎥ .
1 + κ zi ⎥⎦

This formulation holds for every accelerometer of the gradiometer. In total, there are 24
misalignment elements for every accelerometer which are 144 elements for the whole
gradiometer. Figure 5.2 schematically shows an optimally aligned and a misaligned
three axis gradiometer.

X GR

X GR

X 1′

X1
Y1′

Y1
Z1

X6
X2

Y6

Z6

Y2
Z2

YGR

X4

X5

Figure 5.2:

5.2)

X 5′

Y6′
O GR

X 2′

Y5
X3

Y3

Z5
Z3

Z 6′

Y 2′

YGR
Z GR

Y4

Z 1′

X 6′

O GR

Z 5′

X 3′

Y3′
Z 3′

X 4′

Z2

Z GR

Y 4′

Z4

Y5′

Z 4′

Optimal aligned gradiometer grid (left) and misaligned gradiometer grid (right). Low-sensitive
axes are colored in blue.

CM and DM observations

The misalignments for one accelerometer have been derived in chapter 5.1). In practice,
the gradiometer shall deliver common mode and differential mode observations. CM and
DM observations always consist of the measurements of two opposed accelerometers A
and

i

A j (c.f. equation (3.3)) forming an OAG. Thus, the misalignment for one

accelerometer pair A

ij

has to be found. As described in chapter 5.1), a non-optimally

aligned accelerometer suffers three rotations, three shear factors, three scale factors,
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three quadratic factors and three biases. With equation (5.7) common mode and
differential mode differences according to equation (3.3) can be formulated by:
ij 2

a ′ c = [ K ]ijc ⋅ a c + [ K 2]ijc ⋅ a c + b c + n c
ij

ij

ij

ij

(5.8)

2

ij
ij
ij
ij
ij
a ′ d = [ K ]ijd ⋅ a d + [ K 2]ijd ⋅ a d + b d + n d

The following definitions have been made for (5.8):
Common mode calibration matrix

⎡ ( K 11i + K 11j ) ( K 12i + K 12j ) ( K 13i + K 13j ) ⎤
1
1⎢ i
⎥
i
i
[ K ]ijc = ([ K ]i + [ K ] j ) = ⎢( K 21
+ K 21j ) ( K 22
+ K 22j ) ( K 23
+ K 23j )⎥
2
2
⎢( K 31i + K 31j ) ( K 32i + K 32j ) ( K 33i + K 33j ) ⎥
⎣
⎦
Differential mode calibration matrix

⎡ ( K 11i − K 11j ) ( K 12i − K 12j ) ( K 13i − K 13j ) ⎤
1
1⎢ i
⎥
i
i
[ K ]ijd = ([ K ]i − [ K ] j ) = ⎢( K 21
− K 21j ) ( K 22
− K 22j ) ( K 23
− K 23j )⎥
2
2
⎢( K 31i − K 31j ) ( K 32i − K 32j ) ( K 33i − K 33j ) ⎥
⎣
⎦
Common mode quadratic factor matrix

⎡( K 2 ix + K 2 xj )
⎤
0
0
1
⎢
⎥
[ K 2]ijc = ([ K 2]i + [ K 2] j ) = ⎢
0
( K 2 iy + K 2 yj )
0
⎥
2
i
j ⎥
⎢
0
0
( K 2 z + K 2 z )⎦
⎣
Differential mode quadratic factor matrix

⎡( K 2 ix − K 2 xj )
⎤
0
0
1
1⎢
⎥
ij
i
j
0
(K 2 y − K 2 y )
0
[ K 2] d = ([ K 2]i − [ K 2] j ) = ⎢
⎥
2
2
i
j ⎥
⎢
0
0
(
2
−
2
)
K
K
z
z ⎦
⎣
Common mode bias
ij

bc =

Differential mode bias

1
(b i + b j )
2

ij

bd =

Common mode noise
ij

nc =

1
(b i − b j )
2

Differential mode noise

1
(n i + n j )
2

ij

nd =

1
(n i − n j )
2

Formula (5.8) can be reformulated, and the result put into one vector:

⎡a′ijc ⎤ ⎡[ K ]ijc
⎢ ij ⎥ = ⎢ ij
⎣a′ d ⎦ ⎣[ K ]d

[ K ]ijd ⎤ ⎡a ijc ⎤ ⎡[ K 2]ijc
⎥⋅⎢ ⎥ + ⎢
[ K ]ijc ⎦ ⎣a ijd ⎦ ⎣[ K 2]ijd

[ K 2]ijd ⎤ ⎡(a ijc + a ijd ) 2 ⎤ ⎡b ijc ⎤ ⎡n ijc ⎤
⎥+⎢ ⎥+⎢ ⎥
⎥⋅⎢
[ K 2]ijc ⎦ ⎣(a ijc − a ijd ) 2 ⎦ ⎣b ijd ⎦ ⎣n ijd ⎦
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This finally yields the general misalignment formula for an accelerometer pair

A ij . It

also can be deduced, that the couplings between the CM and DM observations do not
depend on other accelerometers and are only valid for that special accelerometer pair
for which the misalignment elements are defined.
2

a ′ c ,d = [ K ]ijc ,d ⋅ a c ,d + [ K 2]ijc ,d ⋅ a c ,d + b c ,d + n c ,d
ij

5.3)

ij

ij

ij

ij

(5.10)

The Inverse Calibration Matrix

After on-ground and in-flight calibration, small errors of the calibration parameters
remain. The main target of the external calibration method investigated in this work is
to

determine

measurements

these

parameter

discrepancies

by

comparing

the

gradiometer

a ′ c ,d ( ij = [14,25,36] ) with synthetic observations a d from an a-priori
ij

ij

gravity field model and by deriving optimal calibration parameters. For this reason a
linear or at least linearized observation model between the measurements and the
model observations is needed. The best way of finding a simplified relation between
model and real observations is by applying a matrix containing the misalignment values
of the gradiometer to the model observations. From this so-called Calibration Matrix the
individual misalignment elements could be computed. Assuming that every OAG is
independent from the other OAG’s, every gradiometer pair combination

A ij has to be

calibrated with its own Calibration Matrix.
Formula (5.10) yields the general approach for determining the Calibration
Matrix from gradiometer observations. Here the defined elements have been simplified
ij

ij

ij

to a calibration matrix [ K ] c ,d , a quadratic scale factor matrix [ K 2]c ,d a bias vector b c ,d
and noise

ij

ij

ij

n c ,d . While [ K ]ijc ,d , [ K 2]ijc ,d and b c ,d are deterministic, n c ,d is stochastic. It is

not possible to deduce a quadratic factor matrix by the external calibration method
described in this study (see chapter 8.4). Thus, it does not make sense to postulate it in
the linear model, so it is omitted, too. This is no problem, because the quadratic factor
matrix can be derived with very good accuracy by in-flight calibration ([9], [23], [34]).
Applying all simplifications leads to the linear model

a ′ c ,d = [ K ]ijc , d ⋅ a c ,d + b c ,d .
ij

ij

ij

(5.11)

Inverting this relation the Inverse Calibration Matrix (ICM) is created.

a c ,d = [ K − ]ijc , d ⋅ (a ′ c ,d − b c ,d ) .
ij

ij
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Estimation of the ICM

Starting from equation (5.12), by applying an appropriate tool like parameter estimation
the inverse calibration matrix can be computed. Omitting

ij , which defines the chosen

−

accelerometer pair, and introducing the matrix [ K ] = inverse([ K ] c ,d ) , equation (5.12)
ij

reads

⎛ ⎡ a ′ c ⎤ ⎡b c ⎤ ⎞
⎡ac ⎤
−
⎢a ⎥ = [ K ] ⋅ ⎜⎜ ⎢a ′ ⎥ − ⎢b ⎥ ⎟⎟ ,
⎣ d⎦
⎝⎣ d ⎦ ⎣ d ⎦⎠
with

(5.13)

a c , a d being the model common mode and differential mode differences, and

a ′ c , a ′ d the measured CM and DM observations.
The main idea of equation (5.13) is to deliver from a c , a d and

a ′ c , a ′ d the

ij

calibration matrix [ K ]c ,d , which is composed of the calibration parameters. Therefore
synthetic differential mode accelerations a d are created from an a-priori gravity field
model, the satellite position, angular velocities and angular rates (see chapters 6) and
7)). The model DM accelerations are the only synthetic input quantities for calibration,
because model CM accelerations cannot be synthesized. The CM accelerations contain
measurement noise of the gradiometer and non-conservative accelerations (see equation
(4.18)). The measured CM and DM accelerations a′c , a′ d will be used to set up the
design matrix of the estimation strategies (see chapter 8). The synthetic model DM
accelerations a d are used as observations for the calibration.
The calibration matrix ( [ K ] = [ K ]c ,d ) consists of 36 elements grouped into four
ij

blocks, each composed of two parts. One part represents the common mode differences
( [ K ]c

= [ K ]ijc ), and one represents the differential mode differences ( [ K d ] = [ K dij ] ). Thus

the ICM consists of four blocks, too. It is defined by
−

⎡[ K ] [ K d ]⎤
⎡C D ⎤
[K ] = ⎢ c
=
⎥
⎢D C ⎥ ,
⎣
⎦
⎣[ K d ] [ K c ]⎦
−

with C representing the common mode and

⎡ c11 c12
C = [ K c ] = ⎢⎢c21 c22
⎢⎣c31 c32

c13 ⎤
⎡ d11
⎥
−
c32 ⎥ , D = [ K d ] = ⎢⎢d 21
⎢⎣ d 31
c33 ⎥⎦

A virtual bias vector

b c ,d = b c

−

[

bd

] = [b
T

x
c

(5.14)

D representing the differential mode part.
d12
d 22
d 32

bcy

d13 ⎤
d 23 ⎥⎥ .
d 33 ⎥⎦

bcz

bdx

bdy

bdz

]

T

= −[ K ]− ⋅ [b c

b d ] is
T

introduced by multiplying the bias vector with the inverse calibration matrix. This leads
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to the final linear relation between CM and DM measurements and CM and DM model
observations.

a′ c ⎤ ⎡b c ⎤
⎡ac ⎤
− ⎡
⎢a ⎥ = [ K ] ⋅ ⎢a ′ ⎥ + ⎢ ⎥ .
⎣ d ⎦ ⎣b d ⎦
⎣ d⎦

(5.15)

Determining the individual misalignment elements of the ICM is not trivial. This could
be done by combining some elements of the ICM and deducing the rotation values. The
common and differential biases cannot be derived directly, too. An approach for
computing the real biases from the virtual bias vector could be done by comparing the
calibrated differential accelerations with the model differential accelerations. The mean
value would lead to an estimate of the differential mode biases. By combining this bias
with the virtual biases an estimation of the common mode bias can be deduced
( bc

= − D − ⋅ (C ⋅ b d + D ⋅ b c ) ). Because C of the ICM is small with respect to the bias

itself, and

D − ⋅ D = I , the derived difference could be neglected ( b c ≈ b c ).

In the following the synthesis of the required input quantities for solving (5.15) is
described. A detailed description of synthetic DM mode calculation can be found in
chapter 7). By combining the lower part of equation (5.15) with equation (4.18) we
obtain

& ]) ⋅ Ai = D ⋅ a′c + C ⋅ a′d + b d .
− ([U ] − [Ω]2 − [Ω
Introducing Ai = [ Ax

Ay

(5.16)

Az ]T and doing matrix multiplication leads to

(−U xx − ω z2 − ω y2 ) Ax + (−U xy + ω xω y − ω& z ) Ay + (−U xz + ω xω z + ω& y ) Az =
d11ac′ x + d12 ac′ y + d13ac′ z + c11a′dx + c12 a′dy + c13a′dz + bdx
(−U xy + ω xω y + ω& z ) Ax + (−U yy − ω x2 − ω z2 ) Ay + (−U yz + ω yω z − ω& x ) Az =
d 21ac′ x + d 22 ac′ y + d 23ac′ z + c21a′dx + c22 ad′ y + c23ad′ z + bdx

(5.17)

(−U xz + ω xω z − ω& y ) Ax + (−U yz + ω yω z + ω& x ) Ay + (−U zz − ω x2 − ω y2 ) Az =
d 31ac′ x + d 32 ac′ y + d 33ac′ z + c31a′dx + c32 a′dy + c33ad′ z + bdx
The virtual differential mode bias vector

b d can be found by b d = D ⋅ b c + C ⋅ b d and

leads to

bdx = d11bcx + d12bcy + d13bcz + c11bdx + c12bdy + c13bdz
bdy = d 21bcx + d 22bcy + d 23bcz + c21bdx + c22bdy + c23bdz

(5.18)

bdz = d 31bcx + d 32bcy + d 33bcz + c31bdx + c32bdy + c33bdz
For DM acceleration synthesis measured input data ( ωi , ω& i , i
measured input data, the synthetic gravity gradients ( U ij , i,
CM and DM accelerations ( ac′

i

= x, y, z ) is needed. This

j = x, y, z ), and the measured

, ad′i , i = x, y, z ) are not noise-free. They even do not contain
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white noise, but colored noise. Although the noise PSD’s can be deduced from
simulations (see chapter 11), they have to be introduced by applying variancecovariance propagation into the complete calibration chain. By doing this the calibration
result can be stabilized, and covariance information can be derived, too. Therefore,
variance-covariance propagation has to be applied to all data synthesis steps (see
chapter 6) and 7)). By analyzing the variance-covariance information of the calibration
matrix, evidences can be given about the calibration success, quality and accuracy.
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6) Synthesis of gravitational gradients
According to formula (4.18) for the creation of model DM observations the gravity
gradients from an appropriate a-priori gravity field model have to be calculated. At first
glance choosing the right gravity field model for DM observations synthesis might be of
great importance for the calibration success. Therefore some considerations concerning
the available gravity field models have to be done.
For this external calibration approach four available global gravity field models
have been tested. The used gravity field models are: EGM96, OSU91, EIGEN-GL04C and
QL06 (which is based on EGM96). They provide additional variance or also covariance
information for the spherical harmonic coefficients, so complete covariance propagation
can be maintained in the processing chain.

6.1)

Linear model

The second derivatives of the gravitational potential are determined in two steps. First,
the first and second derivatives of the gravity potential U are computed in a geocentric
polar coordinate frame ( r , θ , λ ). Next by a linear combination of these first and second
derivatives ( U r ,U θ ,U λ ,U rr ,U rθ ,U rλ ,U θλ ,U λλ ) the second derivatives can be obtained in
another coordinate system. Here, Cartesian local north oriented coordinates ( x, y, z )
have been chosen. The gravitational potential is the solution of Laplace’s equation [19]
and can be expanded into a series of spherical harmonics as a function of geocentric
polar coordinates (see equation (4.1)). The first U i

=

∂U
∂i

and second U ij =

∂ 2U
∂i∂j

derivatives can be written as:

U ij (r , θ , λ ) = U

r ,θ ,λ
ij

lmax lmax

= ∑∑ [ K lmA,ij cos mλ + K lmB ,ij sin mλ ] .

(6.1)

m =0 l = m

The fully normalized spherical harmonic coefficients ( C lm , S lm ) of the gravity model are
A,ij

B ,ij

linked to the combined coefficients ( K lm , K lm ) [24].

K lmA,ij (r , θ )⎫
A,ij
⎬ = H lm (r , θ ) ⋅ (Clm or S lm )
B ,ij
K lm (r , θ )⎭

(6.2)

(...)

(...)

For every type of derivative another base function H lm has to be chosen. H lm depends
on the type of the gravitational field functional, the fully normalized Legendre
A, (...)

polynomial and its derivative. Additionally, K lm
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spherical harmonic coefficients. Table 6.1 sums up all base functions for calculation of
first and second derivatives in geocentric polar coordinates.

∂ ∂2
,
∂i ∂i∂j

H lm(...)

K lmA, (...)

K lmB ,(...)

r

− (l + 1)
u l Plm
r

H lm( r )Clm

H lm( r ) Slm

θ

ul Plm′

H lm(θ )Clm

H lm(θ ) Slm

λ

mul Plm

H lm( λ ) Slm

− H lm( λ )Clm

rr

(l + 1)(l + 2)
u l Plm
r

H lm( rr ) C lm

H lm( rr ) S lm

rθ

− (l + 1)
u l Plm′
r

H lm( rθ ) C lm

H lm( rθ ) S lm

rλ

− m(l + 1)
u l Plm
r

H lm( rλ ) S lm

− H lm( rλ ) C lm

θλ

mu l Plm′

H lm(θλ ) S lm

− H lm(θλ ) C lm

λλ

− m 2 u l Plm

H lm( λλ ) C lm

H lm( λλ ) S lm

Table 6.1:

Coefficients for calculation of first and second derivatives of the earth gravity field potential from
an a-priori gravity field model as a function of geocentric polar coordinates.

u l (r )

Degree-dependent earth gravity field factor

R

Earth’s reference radius

GM

Gravitational constant times mass of the earth

Clm , Slm

Fully normalized spherical harmonic potential coefficients of degree l and

ul (r ) =

GM
R

⎛R⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝r⎠

l +1

order m.

Plm (cosθ ) Fully normalized Legendre functions.
Plm′ (cosθ ) First derivative ( ∂θ ) of fully normalized Legendre functions defined by
Plm′ (cosθ ) =

r ,θ , λ

∂Plm (cosθ )
.
∂θ

Polar geocentric coordinates, [−π ≤ λ ≤ π ] ,
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From the first and second derivatives in geocentric polar coordinates the second
derivatives in Cartesian local orbital coordinates can be deduced by linear combination.

1
1
r ,θ ,λ
U xx = U r + 2 U θθ = −U yy − U zz = A xx ⋅ U ij
r
r
U xy =

1
cos θ
r ,θ ,λ
U θλ − 2
U λ = A xy ⋅ U ij
2
r sin θ
r sin θ

U xz =

1
1
r ,θ ,λ
U θ − U rθ = A xz ⋅ U ij
2
r
r

2

(6.3)

1
1
1
r ,θ ,λ
U yy = U r + 2
Uθ + 2
U λλ = A yy ⋅ U ij
2
r
r tan θ
r sin θ
U yz =

1
1
r ,θ ,λ
Uλ −
U rλ = A yz ⋅ U ij
r sin θ
r sin θ
2

r ,θ ,λ

U zz = U rr = A zz ⋅ U ij
The vector of derivatives

r ,θ ,λ

= X = [U r

T

A xy

U ij

x, y, z

T

the design matrix A r ,θ ,λ = [ A xx
computation of

T

A xz

Uθ

Uλ

T

A yz

T

A yy

U rr

U rθ

U rλ

U θλ

U λλ ]T and

T

A zz ]T are introduced. Since the

U xx needs the second derivative U θθ which contains the second

derivative of the fully normalized Legendre polynomials

Plm′′ (cos θ ) , which is not easy to

derive, in practice it is calculated by using the vanishing determinant of the gradient
tensor ( U xx + U yy + U zz = 0 ). The second derivatives in Cartesian coordinates are
calculated by matrix-vector multiplication. In short, equation (6.3) can be written as
x, y, z

with the vector

x, y, z

A r ,θ ,λ

x, y, z

U ij

⎡ 1
⎢− r
⎢
⎢ 0
⎢
⎢
0
=⎢
⎢ 1
⎢
⎢ r
⎢
⎢ 0
⎢ 0
⎣

−

= [U xx U xy
1
r tan θ

U xz
0

2

0
1
r2
1
2
r tan θ
0
0

−

cos θ
r sin 2 θ
2

U yy

U yz

,

(6.4)

U zz ]T and the design matrix

−1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
r sin θ

0

0

0

0

−

1
r

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1
r sin θ
0
2

r ,θ ,λ

x, y, z

= A r ,θ ,λ ⋅ U ij

U ij
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−

1
r sin θ
0

2

0
0

1
⎤
2
r sin θ ⎥
⎥
⎥
0
⎥
⎥
0
⎥.
⎥
1
⎥
r 2 sin 2 θ ⎥
⎥
0
⎥
⎥
0
⎦

−

2
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After reordering Table 6.1 (resort C and S terms so that only C terms are on the left
and S terms are on the right side), the derivatives in geocentric polar coordinates of
formula (6.1) can be rewritten in matrix-vector notation
r ,θ ,λ

r ,θ , λ

= AC ,S ⋅ X

U ij

with

its

r ,θ , λ

AC ,S

C ,r
⎡ a00
⎢
=⎢ M
C , λλ
⎢a 00
⎣

K

allC ,r

a11S ,r

O
M
C ,λλ
K all

X

introduced vector

C ,S

,

(6.5)

allS ,r ⎤
⎥
O
M ⎥ being the design matrix ( l = lmax ) and
K allS ,λλ ⎥⎦
K

M

S ,λλ
11

a

C ,ij
alm
= H lmA,ij ς mA,ij ,

elements

C ,S

almS ,ij = H lmB ,ij ς mB ,ij ,

[ ij =

r ,θ , λ , rr , rθ , rλ ,θλ , λλ ].

The

contains the spherical harmonic coefficients of the a-priori

gravity field model corresponding to the design matrix elements and has to be sorted
identically to

C ,ij
alm
, almS ,ij . X

C ,S

S 00 K S ll ]T . In ς mA,ij , ς mB ,ij the (from

= [C 00 K C ll

Table 6.1) resorted cos mλ and sin mλ terms are stored. The new sorting applied to the
coefficients is shown in Table 6.2.

r

θ

ς mA,ij

cos mλ

cos mλ

ς mB ,ij

sin mλ

sin mλ

Table 6.2:

-

λ

rr

rθ

rλ

θλ

λλ

− sin mλ

cos mλ

cos mλ

− sin mλ

− sin mλ

cos mλ

cos mλ

sin mλ

sin mλ

cos mλ

cos mλ

sin mλ

Sorting of cosine and sine terms for using matrix-vector notation.

Combining (6.4) with (6.5) leads to a complete relation between the potential derivatives
in Cartesian local orbital coordinates and the spherical harmonics of the global gravity
field model. One observation at position
x, y, z

U ij

x, y, z

r ,θ ,λ

= A r ,θ ,λ ⋅ U ij

After introducing the substitutions

r , θ , λ is calculated by:
r ,θ , λ

x, y , z

= A r ,θ ,λ ⋅ A C , S ⋅ X
x, y,z

Y n = U ij

,

C ,S

.

(6.6)
x, y, z

r ,θ ,λ

A n = A r ,θ ,λ ⋅ A C ,S , and

X =X

C ,S

( n = 1...N , N number of observations), a general linear equation system in matrixvector notation is achieved:

Y n = An ⋅ X .

(6.7)

The existence of a linear equation allows easier implementation and the use of VarianceCovariance propagation. Finally a test of coherency should be done to proof if the matrix
dimensions are correct. The used vectors and matrices have following size (dimension:
d=[rowsäcolumns]):
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r ,θ , λ

x, y , z

: [6 × 1] , A r ,θ ,λ : [6 × 8] , A C , S : [8 × k ] and X

C ,S

: [k × 1] .

represents the number of spherical harmonics of the gravity field model,

corresponding to the maximal harmonic resolution

l max : k = (lmax + 1) 2 . Combining the

matrices corresponding to equation (6.6), the size of the result vector can be
determined:

[6 × 1] = [6 × 8][8 × k ][k × 1] = [6 × 8][8 × 1] = [6 × k ][k × 1] = [6 × 1] .

The upper models are defined for one single observation, but can be extended to
an arbitrary number of synthetic measurements. Since equation (6.7) is the linear
equation for one observation Y n , the linear model A n can be adapted to N data points
by sticking the linear equations together by:

⎡Y1 ⎤
⎡ A1 ⎤
Y = ⎢⎢ M ⎥⎥ , A = ⎢⎢ M ⎥⎥ .
⎢⎣Y N ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ A N ⎥⎦

(6.8)

while X remains unchanged. The model for N data points is adapted and leads to:

Y = A⋅ X .

(6.9)

Doing again the consistency test for matrix size leads to a vector of length 6 N :

[6 N × 1] = [6 N × 8][8 × k ][k × 1] = [6 N × 8][8 × 1] = [6 N × k ][k × 1] = [6 N × 1] .
One of the main targets of a satellite gravity field mission is to obtain a spatially
high-resolution gravity field model. To represent a potential model with one degree
spatial resolution, a spherical harmonic expansion up to degree and order 180 is
needed. This leads to a spatial resolution of about 111 kilometers at the equator. With
higher requirements for spatial resolution the number of stored coefficients increases.
Inversely, for data synthesis the exigencies are similar. For synthesis of satellite in-orbit
observations with degree and order 180 a number of 32761 spherical harmonics
coefficients needs to be processed for every measurement. In practice this leads to some
computer memory problems for covariance propagation which have to be resolved. One
solution for the memory problem is the use of the block-wise approach which will be
discussed later on.

6.2)

Covariance propagation

For a linear equation Y = A ⋅ X

with the known covariance Σ( X ) = Σ XX

of the

observation vector X , the covariance Σ(Y ) = Σ YY of vector Y containing the unknowns
can be determined by:
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Σ(Y ) = A ⋅ Σ( X ) ⋅ A

T

(6.10)

Σ YY = A ⋅ Σ XX ⋅ A
Since

X

[k × 1] and A the dimension of [6 N × k ] , the

has the dimension of

corresponding

covariance

T

matrices

have

the

dimension

of

d (Σ XX ) : [k × k ] and

d (Σ YY ) : [6 N × 6 N ] . By assuming that X contains the spherical harmonic coefficients of
an a-priori gravity field model, their covariances are stored in Σ XX . Depending on the
gravity field model a full covariance matrix might be delivered. I many cases, however,
only the standard deviations or a block-wise representation is provided. While in the
main diagonal the variances of the coefficients are placed, the off-diagonal elements
contain the covariances of two different coefficients:

⎡ σ C200
⎢
⎢ M
⎢σ C ,C
00
ll
∑( X ) = ⎢
⎢σ C00 , S00
⎢ M
⎢
⎢⎣σ C00 , Sll

L σ Cll ,C00
O
M
L σ
L σ Cll ,S00
O
M
L σ Cll ,Sll
2
Cll

σS

00 ,C00

M

σ S ,C
σ S2
00

ll

00

σ

M
2
S 00 , S ll

L σ Sll ,C00 ⎤
⎥
O
M ⎥
L σ Sll ,Cll ⎥
⎥,
L σ S2ll ,S00 ⎥
O
M ⎥
⎥
L σ S2ll ⎥⎦

⎡ Σ(Y 1,1 ) K Σ(Y 1, N ) ⎤
⎥
⎢
M
O
M
∑ (Y ) = ⎢
⎥.
1, N
N ,N
⎢Σ(Y ) K Σ(Y
)⎥⎦
⎣

If the potential derivatives of the gravity model are derived by using the design matrix
described in formula (6.7), then the covariance matrix Σ YY contains the variances and
covariances for all six derivatives.

⎡σ xxi , j, xx
⎢ i, j
⎢σ xy , xx
⎢σ i , j
i, j
Σ(Y ) = Σ(Y i , Y j ) = ⎢ xzi , j, xy
⎢σ yy , xx
⎢σ i , j
⎢ yzi , j, xx
⎢⎣σ zz , xx

σ xxi , j, xy
σ xyi , j, xy
σ xzi , j, xy
σ yyi , j, xy
σ yzi , j, xy
σ zzi , ,jxy

σ xxi , j, xz
σ xyi , j, xz
σ xzi , j, xz
σ yyi , j, xz
σ yzi , j, xz
σ zzi , ,jxz

σ xxi , j, yy
σ xýi , j, yy
σ xzi , j, yy
σ yyi , j, yy
σ yzi , j, yy
σ zzi , ,j yy

σ xxi , j, yz
σ xýi , j, yz
σ xzi , j, yz
σ yyi , j, yz
σ yzi , j, yz
σ zzi , ,j yz

σ xxi , j, zz ⎤
⎥
σ xyi , j, zz ⎥
σ xzi , j, zz ⎥
⎥
σ yyi , j, zz ⎥
σ yzi , j, zz ⎥
⎥
σ zzi , ,jzz ⎥⎦

with

σ ipq, j,rs = Σ(Y pqi , Yrsj ) .

One main advantage of satellite missions is to achieve large and homogeneously
distributed data sets. An orbit with 250 kilometers mean height over ground has a
revolution period of about 90 minutes. Thus, at 1 Hz sampling one orbit cycle delivers
5400 measurements. Applying N = 5400 leads to a covariance matrix Σ YY with size

[32400 × 32400] and 1049760000 elements. This huge amount of data needs a subtle
storage management. Additionally, by analyzing the structure of the design and
covariance matrices, some optimization can be done. A correlation matrix can be derived
from a covariance matrix by
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σ i, j
σ i ,i ⋅ σ j , j

, − 1 ≤ ri , j ≤ 1

(6.11)

with i, j being the indices of the covariance matrix. A correlation of 1 means full
correlation, -1 full anti-correlation, and zero means that there is no correlation. If the
off-diagonal elements of the correlation matrices are close to zero, complete variancecovariance propagation is dispensable. It would be sufficient to compute the variances in
the diagonal elements. An empirical orbital correlation function can be computed from
the gravity field model [32]. By using this function an approximate covariance matrix
can be deduced, and rigorous covariance propagation is only needed for testing.

6.3)

Block-wise approach

In practice, the used memory and calculation time increases exponentially with the
maximum degree and order of the gravity field model. For quicker data synthesis the
correlation between spherical harmonic coefficients of different types and different
harmonic order is neglected. Therefore the coefficients are resorted block-wise by order.
An example with C -terms of maximal degree and order 4 is:

C 00 , C10 , C 20 , C 30 , C 40 , C11 , C 21 , C 31 , C 41 , C 22 , C 32 , C 42 , C 33 , C 43 , C 44
By using this sorting the covariance matrix of the coefficients becomes sparse. The
covariances of the coefficients aligned near the diagonal form blocks whose size
depends of the actual order of the coefficients. The values within these blocks are very
large compared to the values outside the blocks. So by neglecting the off-block elements
the block-wise approach is created.
m: 0

1

2

3

4

Covariance, Clm terms of same order m
Covariance, Slm terms of same order m
Covariance, mixed Clm , Slm terms of same order m
Covariance, Clm , Slm terms of unequal order m
Figure 6.1:

Block-diagonal structure of spherical harmonic coefficients covariance matrix with sorting by
order. White elements are nearly zero and can be neglected. A colored block represents one
order.

In some cases the spherical harmonic covariance matrix has strict block-diagonal
structure. If the satellite moves along a perfect circular repeat orbit, or the data is
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= const ), then the white elements shown in Figure 6.1

become zero. Moreover, the gray elements, which describe the correlation between the
mixed Clm and Slm blocks of same order m become zero, too.
Additionally, the coefficients matrix

X and the elements design matrix A are

resorted in the same way as described above. Equations (6.9) and (6.10) can be updated
for the order-wise approach. The complete matrix-vector multiplication is enhanced by a
summation over the order by splitting X and A into m parts – one for every order.
lmax

Y = ∑ Y m , Y m = Am ⋅ X m

(6.12)

m =0

By using this modified equation with the same memory a tremendously higher maximal
resolution can be applied to the synthesized data. The maximal matrix size is now
limited by k = 2 ⋅ lmax at the first order m = 1 , and not like before by k = (lmax + 1) . The
2

variance-covariance propagation now reads:
l max

∑(Y ) = ∑ Σ(Y m ) , ∑(Y m ) = Am ⋅ ∑( X m ) ⋅ Am .
T

(6.13)

m=0

While in the vector X m the spherical harmonic coefficients of order m are stored in

X m = [Cmm ,..., Clmax m , S mm ,..., Slmax m ]T , ∑( X m ) contains the covariances of the order m and
are marked blue-grey in Figure 6.1. The maximal size of ∑( X m ) with lmax = 180 is

[360 × 360] holding 129600 elements, which is quite small compared to the full
covariance matrix which contains 1073348644 elements.
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7) Synthesis of DM observations
For a perfectly aligned gradiometer the differential mode accelerations consist of two
parts. One part is coming from the gravity gradients; the second part arises from the
angular rotation of the satellite around its centre of mass. The gravity gradients U ij
( i, j = x, y, z ) can be synthesized by using an a-priori gravity field model and applying it
to

equations

(6.1)-(6.7).

Real

observations

of

angular

velocities

and

angular

accelerations are used for the synthesis of differential mode differences. For calibration
it is important to use angular rates and accelerations which have been derived
independently from gradiometer observations. Therefore, angular rates coming from a
combined solution (star tracker with gravity gradients from measured DM differences)
should not be used without introducing additional correlations and covariances. As
described in formula (4.18), differential mode differences can be computed if the
i

positions A of the accelerometers with respect to the gradiometer centre are known. In
a gradiometer grid aligned as in Figure 5.1, the position vectors for the six
accelerometers are

⎡ − Lx ⎤
⎡ 0 ⎤
⎡ 0 ⎤
⎡ Lx ⎤
⎡0⎤
⎡0⎤
1⎢
1⎢
1⎢ ⎥
1⎢ ⎥
1⎢
1⎢ ⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
A1 = ⎢ 0 ⎥ , A 2 = ⎢− L y ⎥ , A3 = ⎢ 0 ⎥ , A 4 = ⎢ 0 ⎥ , A5 = ⎢ L y ⎥ , A6 = ⎢ 0 ⎥ .
2
2
2
2
2
2
⎢⎣ 0 ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ 0 ⎥⎦
⎢⎣− Lz ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ 0 ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ 0 ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ Lz ⎥⎦
Here Lx , L y , Lz are the distances between two accelerometers along the x, y , z axis
(approximately 50 cm). Additionally it has been assumed that the gradiometer grid is
regular, which means, that the accelerometers are uniformly distributed around the
ij

centre of mass. Applying the differential mode rule A d =

1
( Ai − A j ) leads to the three
2

differential accelerometer position vectors

⎡− Lx ⎤
⎡ 0 ⎤
⎡ 0 ⎤
1⎢
1⎢
1⎢
25
36
⎥
⎥
A = ⎢ 0 ⎥ , A d = ⎢− L y ⎥ , A d = ⎢ 0 ⎥⎥ .
2
2
2
⎢⎣ 0 ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ 0 ⎥⎦
⎢⎣− Lz ⎥⎦
14
d

(7.1)

In equation (4.18) the gradiometer tensor [U ] , the squared angular rates tensor [Ω ] ,
2

& ] are used. Because of practical considerations
and the angular acceleration tensor [Ω
an equation should be found where the gravity gradients and angular information are
stored in vectors. Therefore the differential mode vectors of equation (7.1) are applied to
equation (4.18). Multiplication leads to:
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⎡ U xx + ω z2 + ω y2 ⎤
⎡U xy − ω xω y + ω& z ⎤
1 ⎢
⎥ 25 1 ⎢
⎥
14
a d = Lx ⎢U xy − ω xω y − ω& z ⎥ , a d = L y ⎢ U yy + ω z2 + ω x2 ⎥ ,
2
2
⎢U xz − ω xω z + ω& y ⎥
⎢U yz − ω yω z − ω& x ⎥
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦

(7.2)

⎡U xz − ω xω z − ω& y ⎤
1 ⎢
⎥
36
a d = Lz ⎢U yz − ω yω z + ω& x ⎥ .
2
⎢ U zz + ω x2 + ω y2 ⎥
⎣
⎦
By introducing the gradient vector U = [U xx
the

vector

[

Ω = ω y2 + ω z2

− ω xω y

U xy U xz U yy U yz U zz

− ω xω z

ω x2 + ω z2

− ω yω z

0 0 0]T and

ω x2 + ω y2 ω& x ω& y ω& z ]

T

containing the angular velocity and acceleration information a simplified equation for
the differential mode differences can be found:

a d = L ⋅ (U + Ω) .

(7.3)

The gradiometer grid matrix L provides the accelerometer placement information for
the gradiometer:

⎡ Lx
⎢0
⎢
⎢0
⎢
0
1 ⎢⎢
L=−
0
2⎢
⎢0
⎢0
⎢
⎢0
⎢0
⎣

7.1)

0
Lx
0
Ly
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
Lx

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
Lx

0

0
Ly

0

0

0

0

0
Ly

0
0

0
− Ly

0

0
Lz

0
0
− Lz

0

0
0
Lz

0

0

0

0
Lz

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
Lz

0

0
0

⎡ a 14
⎤
0 ⎤
d ,x
⎢ 14 ⎥
⎥
− Lx ⎥
⎢a d , y ⎥
⎢ a 14
⎥
0 ⎥
d ,z
⎢ 25 ⎥
⎥
14
⎡ a d ⎤ ⎢ad , x ⎥
Ly ⎥
⎢ 25 ⎥
0 ⎥ , a d = ⎢a d ⎥ = ⎢a d25,y ⎥ .
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎢a 36 ⎥ ⎢ a 25 ⎥
0 ⎥
d
,
d
z
⎣ ⎦
⎢ a 36 ⎥
0 ⎥
⎢ d ,x ⎥
⎥
⎢a d36,y ⎥
0 ⎥
⎢ 36 ⎥
0 ⎥⎦
⎣ad ,z ⎦

Covariance propagation

According to the concept of variance-covariance propagation for the complete
calculation chain the covariance of the synthesized differential mode accelerations is
computed. For being able to use variance-covariance propagation a linear equation is
needed. Because the entries of Ω used in equation (7.3) are non-linear, linearization is
applied. The partial derivative of an arbitrary function

dy =

y = y ( x) can be written as

∂y
dx . Applying a Taylor series expansion, truncated after the first order
∂x

derivative, leads to an approximation of the non-linear function at the Taylor point,
which can be written in matrix-vector notation ( Y = A ⋅ X ).
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n

dY j ≈ ∑
i =1

∂Y j
d X i , j = 1..m
∂X i

(7.4)

n represents the number of variables of the function, while i, j describe the indices of
the vectors X and Y . Based on equation (7.3), from which differential mode differences
can

be

deduced,

the

X U ,ω ,ω&

vector

is

created:

When the series expansion is applied to formula (7.3) by using the vector

X U ,ω ,ω& , a

X U ,ω ,ω& = [U xx U xy

U xz

U yy

U yz

containing

all

variables

ω x ω y ω z ω& x ω& y ω& z ]T

U zz

a ,lin

linear design matrix AUd,ω ,ω& can be deduced, containing the partial derivatives of the
originally non-linear functional with respect to the variables. Its values at position [i, j ]
are determined by:
a ,lin

AUd,ω ,ω& (i, j ) =

∂ a d (i )
.
∂ X U ,ω ,ω& ( j )

(7.5)

With this linearized equation the covariance of the DM accelerations

Σ(a d ) can be

computed from the covariances of the gravity field model Σ(U ) and the angular
information Σ(ω ), Σ(ω& ) . The covariance Σ(U ) can be determined by equation (6.13) if
the statistical information of the spherical harmonic coefficients from the gravity field
model is known, but Σ(ω ) and Σ(ω& )

have to be modeled by analyzing angular

information noise.
a ,lin T

a ,lin

Σ(a d ) = AUd,ω ,ω& ⋅ Σ( X U ,ω ,ω& ) ⋅ AUd,ω ,ω&

(7.6)

Σ( X U ,ω ,ω& ) has block-diagonal structure, because it is assumed that the observations
U , ω , ω& are independent. For a single observation Σ( X U ,ω ,ω& ) and AUd,ω ,ω& are:
a ,lin

0
0 ⎤
⎡Σ(U )
⎢
Σ( X U ,ω ,ω& ) = ⎢ 0
Σ(ω )
0 ⎥⎥
⎢⎣ 0
0
Σ(ω& )⎥⎦

A

ad ,lin
U ,ω ,ω&

⎡ Lx
⎢0
⎢
⎢0
⎢
⎢0
1⎢
0
=
2⎢
⎢0
⎢0
⎢
⎢0
⎢0
⎣

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

2Lxω y

− Lxω y

− Lxω x

0
0
Ly
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

− Lxω z
− L yω y
2L yω x
0

0

Ly
0
0

Lx
0
0
0

0
0
0

Lz
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

− Lz ω z
0
2 Lz ω x

0
Lx
0

Ly
0
Lz
0

Lz

− L yω x
0
− L yω z
0
− Lzω z
2 Lzω y
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2 Lxω z
0

0
0

0
0

− Lxω x
0
2L yω z
− Lzω y

0
0
0

Lx
0
0
0

− Lz ω x
− Lzω y
0

− Ly
0
Lz
0

− Lz
0
0

0 ⎤
− L x ⎥⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
Ly ⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
0 ⎥⎦
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8) Calibration approaches
Looking at the mission design of an SGG mission, the properties of the gradiometer and
its material are chosen to provide a geometrically stable positioning and alignment over
time. Because of this it can be assumed that the calibration parameters underlie only
small variations over time. Considering the data flow of a satellite mission, a calibration
embedded in time series analysis would be recommendable. Therefore an analytical
calibration approach which delivers estimated parameters for a group of observations
and for a certain time period had to be developed. Parameter estimation and estimation
by conditions with parameters seemed to be appropriate tools for this tasks.
Correspondingly the equations of both approaches have been deduced and practically
tested.

8.1)

Estimation with parameters

As shown in equation (4.18), common mode accelerations consist of non-conservative
forces and cannot be synthesized from external information. Therefore the differential
mode accelerations have to be sufficient to deduce the calibration parameters for CM
and DM observations. Assuming that there are no quadratic factors from equation
(5.15), a slightly simplified linear model for representing the differential mode
accelerations of an accelerometer pair

Aij has been chosen. Omitting the upper indices

ij , which define a certain accelerometer pair, the calibrated differential mode
differences are:

⎛ ⎡ a′ ⎤ ⎡b ⎤ ⎞
−
a d = [ D C ] ⋅ ⎜⎜ ⎢ c ⎥ − ⎢ c ⎥ ⎟⎟ = K low ⋅ a ′ c ,d + b c ,d .
⎝ ⎣a ′ d ⎦ ⎣b d ⎦ ⎠

(8.1)

Equation (8.1) shows the relation between the real DM accelerations and the misaligned
DM accelerations. It can be seen that the bias and calibration parameters from the
common mode accelerations have the same influence as the ones from the DM
observations. So it is possible to determine the DM and the CM calibration parameters.
After multiplication the three linear equations read:

adx = d11ac′ x + d12 ac′ y + d13ac′ z + c11ad′ x + c12 ad′ y + c13ad′ z + bcdx
ady = d12 ac′ x + d 22 ac′ y + d 23ac′ z + c12 ad′ x + c22 ad′ y + c23 ad′ z + bcdy
adz = d13ac′ x + d 23ac′ y + d 33ac′ z + c13ad′ x + c23ad′ y + c33 ad′ z + bcdz
k

The values d ij , cij , bcd represent the misalignment, of the accelerometer pair

Aij . Thus,

for every accelerometer pair three linear equations coming from (8.1) can be deduced.
For parameter estimation a linear equation l + v = A ⋅ x with l being the observation
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vector, v the residual vector, A the design matrix, and x the parameter vector has to
be formulated. First the parameters have to be defined. The parameter vector reads:

x = [d11 d12 d13 d21 d22 d23 d31 d32 d33 c11 c12 c13 c21 c22 c23 c31 c32 c33 bcdx bcdy bcdz ]T
The observation vector consists of synthesized differential mode accelerations (equation
(7.3)), and the design matrix can be found from equation (8.1). It has to be noted that
with this approach the measurements from the gradiometer are used to create the
design matrix, and the synthetic differential mode accelerations are the observations of
the least squares estimation. This leads to the problem that

a ′ c and a ′ d have to be

handled as deterministic variables. Therefore it is not possible to introduce variancecovariance information for them in this approach. For one single epoch the observation
vector and the design matrix can be formulated:

⎡ a dx (t i )⎤
⎡ac′T (t i )
0
0
0
0
1 0 0⎤
a′dT (t i )
⎢ y ⎥
⎢
⎥
T
T
l = l(t i ) = ⎢a d (t i )⎥ , A = A(t i ) = ⎢ 0
0
0
0
0 1 0⎥ .
ac′ (t i )
a′d (t i )
⎢ a dz (t i )⎥
⎢ 0
0
0
0
ac′T (t i )
a′dT (t i ) 0 0 1⎥⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣
The estimated parameter vector x̂ can be found by applying least squares estimation:
T
T
xˆ = ( A P ll A) − A P ll ⋅ l .

(8.2)

P ll = P ll (t i ) represents the weight matrix and describes the influence of every
observation on the estimation result. It is defined as the inverse of the covariance matrix
of the observation vector

1

σ

2
l

P ll = Σ(l) − , which means that the higher the accuracy of

the measurement (low variance), the higher its influence.
Using only one single observation in equation (8.2) leads to the problem that the
T

rank of A P ll A is not full and the matrix becomes singular. In total, there are 21
parameters, and every additional epoch reduces the rank deficiency of the system by
three. As a minimal number, seven data points have to be used to make the system
solvable. The extension of the matrices for n data points is:

⎡ A(t1 )⎤
⎡ a d (t1 )⎤
⎢
⎥
A(t1,n ) = ⎢ M ⎥ and l(t1,n ) = a d (t1,n ) = ⎢⎢ M ⎥⎥ .
⎢⎣ A(t n )⎥⎦
⎢⎣a d (t n )⎥⎦

(8.3)

In practice, the composition of the design matrix and measurement vector for n epochs
is replaced by a summation of dyadic products done for every epoch. The positive side
effect of using this summation is that the design matrix does not have to be stored
explicitly, and the maximum dimension of the matrix to be stored does not depend on
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the number of data points. Nevertheless this summation method can only be used that
easily, if the weighting matrix P ll has diagonal structure. If the summation shown in
equation (8.4) is used in the variance-covariance propagation, it has to be assumed that
no correlations over time occur.

A(t1,n ) P ll A(t1,n ) = ∑i =1 A(t i ) P ll A(t i )
T

1, n

n

T

i

(8.4)

A(t1,n ) P l(t1,n ) = ∑i =1 A(t i ) P l(t i )
T

1, n
ll

n

T

i
ll

The dimensions of A(t i ) P ll A(t i ) and A(t i ) P ll l(t i ) are [21 × 21] and [21 × 1] . Finally,
T

i

T

i

the covariance of the estimated parameters can be deduced from the covariance of the
observation vector and from the design matrix.
T
T
T
T
∑( xˆ ) = ( A P ll A) − ⋅ A P ll ⋅ ∑(l) ⋅ P ll A ⋅ ( A P ll A) − = σ l2 ⋅ ( A P ll A) −

σ l2

is the unit weight variance, and can be estimated a posteriori by

σ l2 =

(8.5)
T

v P ll v
, with
n−m

n the number of observations, m the number of unknowns, and the vector of residuals

ˆ − l = A ⋅ xˆ − l .
can be found by v = l
Because the measured common and differential mode accelerations are used to
set up the deterministic design matrix, it is not possible to treat any covariance
information of the measurement system ( Σ( a ′ c ), Σ( a ′ d ) ) applying variance-covariance
propagation. As formula (8.5) demonstrates, only covariance information of the synthetic
differential mode differences can be introduced in this approach. Moreover, the
complete weighting depends solely on the covariance of the observation vector ( Σ( a d ) ).

8.2)

Estimation by conditions with parameters

As already mentioned in section 8.1), the estimation with parameters approach lacks the
potential of introducing variance-covariance information of measured common and
differential mode accelerations ( Σ( a ′ c ), Σ( a ′ d ) ). Because both measurements suffer
colored noise, weighting based on this information can improve the calibration quality.
Therefore, a second estimation approach, where it is possible to introduce variancecovariance information on these measurements, has been developed.
The estimation by conditions with parameters approach bases on the same linear
equation as the estimation by parameters approach (equation (5.15)). Again the
quadratic factor matrix is neglected, and only the model differential mode accelerations
are used as synthetic input. However, for this approach an additional condition is
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introduced. The difference between the synthetic differential mode differences and the
calibrated DM observations should become zero.

⎛ ⎡ a′ ⎤ ⎡b ⎤ ⎞
−
− a d + [ D C ] ⋅ ⎜⎜ ⎢ c ⎥ − ⎢ c ⎥ ⎟⎟ = − a d + K low ⋅ a ′ c ,d + b c ,d = 0
⎝ ⎣a ′ d ⎦ ⎣b d ⎦ ⎠

(8.6)

After matrix-vector multiplication three linear equations can be deduced. From these the
design matrix and the condition matrix can be obtained by differentiation.

− adx + d11ac′ x + d12 ac′ y + d13ac′ z + c11ad′ z + c12 a′dz + c13 ad′ z + bcdx = 0
− ady + d12 ac′ x + d 22 ac′ y + d 23 ac′ z + c12 a′dz + c22 ad′ z + c23 a′dz + bcdy = 0
− adz + d13 ac′ x + d 23ac′ y + d 33 ac′ z + c13 a′dz + c23 ad′ z + c33 ad′ z + bcdz = 0
cij , d ij contain the elements of the lower part of the inverse calibration matrix.
Redefining the upper three equations and writing them in matrix-vector notation leads
to a simpler description, from which the matrices can be deduced.

f (l, v, x) = B (l + v ) + A ⋅ x = β
T

(8.7)

The non-linear function f (l, v, x ) is linearized by Taylor series expansion. The condition
and design matrices are computed by taking partial derivatives at a Taylor point ( l 0 , x 0 ).
While the conditions matrix B is defined by derivation of the function f with respect to
the observations, the design matrix A can be found by derivation with respect to the
parameters.
T

B =

∂f
∂l

l =l0
x= x0

dl , A =

∂f
∂x

l =l0
x= x0

dx

(8.8)

In contrast to the parameter approach the observation vector l does not contain three,
but nine observations per epoch: three model differential mode accelerations, and six
measured common and differential mode accelerations.

[

]

l = l(t i ) = a c′ x (t i ) a c′ y (t i ) a c′ z (t i ) a d′ x (t i ) a ′d y (t i ) a ′d z (t i ) a dx (t i ) a dy (t i ) a dz (t i )

T

The parameter vector x is identical to the parameter estimation approach and consists
of 21 elements.

x = [d11 d12 d13 d21 d22 d23 d31 d32 d33 c11 c12 c13 c21 c22 c23 c31 c32 c33 bcdx bcdy bcdz ]T
Taylor linearization and resorting delivers the design matrix and the conditions matrix
for one single epoch. The design matrix is identical to the one of the adjustment by
parameters approach.
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⎡ac′T (t i )
a′dT (t i )
0
0
0
0
1 0 0⎤
⎢
⎥
T
T
A = A(t i ) = ⎢ 0
ac′ (t i )
a′d (t i )
0
0
0
0 1 0⎥
⎢ 0
0
ac′T (t i )
0
0
ad′T (t i ) 0 0 1⎥⎦
⎣

[

B = D0

⎡ d110
⎢ 0
− I 3 = ⎢d 21
⎢ d 310
⎣

]

C0

d120

d130

c110

c120

c130

−1

0
d 22

0
d 23

0
c 21

0
c 22

0
c 23

0

0
32

0
33

0
31

0
32

0
33

0

d

d

c

c

c

0⎤
⎥
−1 0 ⎥
0 − 1⎥⎦
0

T

The condition vector defines the difference between the model differential mode
accelerations and the measured common and differential mode accelerations with
applied

[

(β = 0

inverse

calibration

matrix,

β

therefore

is

required

to

become

zero

0 0] ).
T

Taylor point values for initial setting up of the design matrix and the conditions
matrix can be chosen for the scale factors and biases d ii = 0 , cii = 1 , bcd = 0 and
0

0

0 ,i

c kl0 = d kl0 = 0, ∀[k ≠ j ] . Alternatively, an a-priori adjustment by parameters could be used
for computing these Taylor values.
At least four epochs are needed for a solvable system. The update of the
conditions matrix is done diagonal-block-wise, and for the design matrix analogously to
the estimation by parameter approach.

⎡ β (t1 )⎤
0 ⎤
⎡ B(t1 ) 0
⎡ A(t1 )⎤
⎡ w(t1 )⎤
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢
0 ⎥ , A(t1,n ) = ⎢ M ⎥ , w(t1,n ) = ⎢ M ⎥ , β (t1,n ) = ⎢ M ⎥
O
B (t1,n ) = ⎢ 0
⎢ β (t n )⎥
⎢⎣ 0
⎢⎣ A(t n )⎥⎦
⎢⎣ w(t n )⎥⎦
0 B(t n )⎥⎦
⎦
⎣

(8.9)

If the same Taylor point is used for every epoch, then the conditions matrix stays
identically for all epochs. In practice the conditions have to be set up only once and can
be reused for every additional data point. Because of the block-wise structure of B it
will not be possible to simplify any matrix-matrix multiplication containing the
T

conditions matrix (especially B Q B ). The vector w describes the conflict between the
ll

defined condition

β

and the real condition: w = B

T

l−β .

Based on the solution of the Gauss-Markov system the estimated parameter
vector x̂ and the Lagrange vector k can be obtained by:
T
⎡k ⎤ ⎡ B Q ll B
⎢ xˆ ⎥ = ⎢
T
⎣ ⎦ ⎣⎢ A

−

A⎤ ⎡− w⎤
⎥ ⋅⎢ ⎥.
0 ⎦⎥ ⎣ 0 ⎦
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⎡BT Q B
ll
Introducing the inverse ⎢
T
A
⎣⎢

−

A⎤
⎡M
⎥ =⎢ T
0 ⎦⎥
⎣K

K⎤
, the estimated parameter vector can
L ⎥⎦

be found by a simpler description.
T
T
T
T
xˆ = − K w = − K B l + K β

(8.11)

The main advantage of this approach is the possibility to use complete covariance
information for the observation vector l . Its unified variance-covariance matrix Q
defined by Σ(l ) = Q

ll

σ l2

with

σl

ll

is

being the unit weight variance. Assuming that there are

no correlations between DM measurements and synthetic DM observations, the
variance-covariance matrix of the observation vector can be split into two parts with
block-diagonal structure. While ∑( a d ) can be calculated from equation (7.6), ∑( a ′ c ,d )
should be available together with the measured CM and DM accelerations. If the
variance-covariance information of the CM and DM measurements is not available, an
approximate variance can be created from gradiometer specifications (noise) and

0 ⎤
⎡∑( a ′ c ,d )
.
∑(a d )⎥⎦
⎣ 0

correlation models: ∑ ll = ∑(l) = ⎢

The covariance of the estimated parameters can be deduced from the covariance
of the observation vector by using the design matrix and the conditions matrix. Applying
variance-covariance propagation to equation (8.11) leads to the variance-covariance of
the parameters:

∑( xˆ ) = K B ∑(l) B K = K B Q ll B K ⋅ σ l2 = − L ⋅ σ l2 ,
T

T

T

T

(8.12)

T

with

σ

2
l

being the empirical variance which can be computed by

σ =
2
l

−

v Q ll v
r−m

. The

value r represents the number of conditions, and m is the number of parameters of the
system. The vector of residuals can be calculated by v = Q B ⋅ k = −Q B ⋅ M w .
ll

ll

One possibility to reconstruct the real biases b c , b d from the dummy basic vector

b c ,d would be by computing calibrated differential mode differences and subtracting the
result from the DM observations. This delivers an estimation of b d . The common mode
−

bias could be deduced by b c = C (b c ,d − Db d ) . By assuming that C is small, the
common mode bias would become negligible small, too.
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Estimation of scale factors only

By using a special case of the method shown in chapter 8.2), it can be prevented that
linear scale factors coming from the voltage to acceleration conversion produce
estimation values for non-diagonal elements of the calibration matrix, which are linked
to rotations and non-orthogonalities of the accelerometer pair. If the alignment of the six
accelerometers of a gradiometer is nearly optimal, it makes sense to estimate only scale
factors and no other misalignment parameters. By doing this, the non-diagonal elements
of the calibration matrix become zero. The estimation can be easily modified by choosing
only those calibration elements which are linked to the scale factors as elements of the
parameter

x

scale

= [d11

vector.

d 22

The

d 33

c11

parameter

c 22

c33

vector

bcdx

bcdy

for

scale

factor

estimation

becomes

bcdz ]T . Accordingly, a design matrix can

be derived from equation (5.15).

⎡a cx (t i )
a dx (t i )
0
0
0
0
1 0 0⎤
⎥
⎢
scale
y
y
A (t i ) = ⎢ 0
a c (t i )
a d (t i )
0
0
0
0 1 0⎥
⎢ 0
acz (t i )
a dz (t i ) 0 0 1⎥⎦
0
0
0
⎣
Using this reduced design matrix, parameter estimation can be done for both
approaches. For the estimation by conditions with parameters approach a scale factor
conditions matrix can be derived from formula (8.8).

B

scale

⎡d110
⎢
=⎢ 0
⎢0
⎣

0
0
d 22
0

c110

0
0
d

0
33

0

0
0
c 22

0
0

0

0

0
c33

−1 0
0 −1
0

0

0⎤
⎥
0⎥
− 1⎥⎦

If the same Taylor values as described above are used ( d ii = 0 , cii = 1 , bcd = 0 , and
0

0

0 ,i

ckl0 = d kl0 = 0, ∀[k ≠ l ] ), the conditions matrix does not change at all. By using the scale
factor design matrix A

scale

and the scale factor conditions matrix B

scale

, the scale factors

can be estimated analogously to the methods described above. The estimation equation
changes for the parameter estimation approach to
T

T

scale
scale
scale
scale
xˆ
= (A
P ll A ) − A
P ll ⋅ l

(8.13)

and delivers an estimated parameter vector containing only scale factors and biases.
The synthetic DM accelerations and the DM observations are identical to the general
estimation approach. The estimation equation for the conditions with parameter
approach changes to
T

T

T

T

scale
scale
scale
scale
scale
scale
xˆ
= −K
w
= −K
B
l+K
β scale ,
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w

scale

=B

⎡ B scale T Q B scale
ll
⎢
scale T
⎢⎣
A

scale T

A
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l−β

scale

and

β scale = 0 .

−

⎤
⎡ M scale
⎥ = ⎢ scale T
⎣K
0 ⎥⎦

scale

K

scale

L

scale

Additionally the inverse of the matrix

⎤
⎥ has been introduced.
⎦

The variance-covariance propagation for both adjustment approaches works as
described above, but utilizes the scale design matrix and the scale condition matrix
instead of the general matrices. Since the observation vector remains unchanged, also
its variance-covariance matrix does not change.

8.4)

Calibration with quadratic factor matrix

The described estimation approaches have used a simplified linear equation system. It
has been assumed that the quadratic factor matrix K 2 is zero. Therefore equation (5.9)
−

has become linear. With this linear equation an inverse calibration matrix K , which
contains all calibration parameters, has been deduced. In the GOCE performance
description [10] a quadratic factor matrix has been defined. After on-ground calibration
its remaining uncertainty is negligibly small compared to the calibration matrix.
Nevertheless, in this chapter it is demonstrated how a non-zero quadratic factor matrix
would alter the simplicity of the calibration approaches.
Assuming that the quadratic factor matrix is not zero and omitting the upper
index ij which describes the accelerometer pair, equation (5.9) becomes

a ′ c ,d = [ K ]c ,d ⋅ a c ,d + [ K 2]c ,d ⋅ a c ,d + b c ,d .
2

(8.15)

2

It contains the quadratic variable a c ,d . A more general description of equation (8.15) is

⎡ a′c ⎤ ⎡[ K ]c
⎢a′ ⎥ = ⎢[ K ]
⎣ d⎦ ⎣ d

[ K ]d ⎤ ⎡ a c ⎤ ⎡[ K 2]c
⋅
+
[ K ]c ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣a d ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣[ K 2]d

[ K 2] d ⎤ ⎡ ( a c + a d ) 2 ⎤ ⎡ b c ⎤
.
⋅⎢
⎥+
[ K 2]c ⎥⎦ ⎣(a c − a d ) 2 ⎦ ⎢⎣b d ⎥⎦

(8.16)

Here the problem that the common mode accelerations cannot be modeled makes the
system unusable for this external calibration approach. Because the quadratic factor
matrix has been introduced, an inverse calibration matrix cannot be defined to bring a c
and a d on the left side of the equation. Thus, it is not possible to use only the lower part
of the equation (see equation (8.1)), which makes the solution and application of this
approach impossible.
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9) Reconstruction of alignment parameters
By using one of the two approaches described in chapter 8), the inverse calibration

(

matrix ICM = inverse [ K ]

ij

) can be deduced. Sometimes it might be useful to extract the

magnitude of rotation, couplings and non-orthogonalities from the inverse calibration
matrix. As already shown in equation (5.14), the calibration matrix consists of a common
ij

mode part [ K ]c

ij

and a differential mode part [ K ] d , which are defined for one
ij

accelerometer pair A . The CM and DM related elements can be found by applying the
matrix inversion.
−

⎡[ K ]ijc
⎡C D ⎤
=
[ K ] = inverse(ICM ) = ⎢
⎢ ij
⎥
⎣D C ⎦
⎣[ K ] d
ij

[ K ]ijd ⎤
⎥
[ K ]ijc ⎦

(9.1)

The next step is the subtraction and addition of the CM and DM linked elements from
each other to compute the calibration matrix [ K ]i for accelerometer A

i

and the

j

calibration matrix [ K ] j for accelerometer A . From equation (3.3) the relation between
the calibration parameters and the DM and CM calibration matrices is known. The two
calibration matrices can be obtained by:

[ K ]i = [ K ]ijd + [ K ]ijc

(9.2)

[ K ] j = [ K ]ijc − [ K ]ijd
As shown in equation (5.6) the calibration matrix is a combination of a rotation matrix

[ ρ ]i , a coupling factor matrix [δ ]i and a voltage scale factor matrix [κ ]i . After
combination of all three matrices, which are defined for small misalignments, the
relation between the calibration matrix and the alignment parameter can be found.

⎡ 1 + κ xi
⎢
[ K ]i = ⎢ε i −ψ i
⎢ηi + θ i
⎣
⎡ 1 + κ xj
⎢
[ K ] j = ⎢ε j −ψ j
⎢η j + θ j
⎣

ε i + ψ i ηi − θ i ⎤ ⎡ K11 K12
⎥
1 + κ yi ζ i + ϕi ⎥ = ⎢⎢ K 21 K 22
ζ i − ϕi 1 + κ zi ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ K 31 K 32
ε i + ψ j η j − θ j ⎤ ⎡ K11 K12
⎥
1 + κ yj ζ j + ϕ j ⎥ = ⎢⎢ K 21 K 22
ζ j − ϕ j 1 + κ zj ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ K 31 K 32

The accelerometer rotations are represented by
orthogonality of the axes by

ς ,η , ε ,

ϕ ,θ ,ψ

K13 ⎤
K 23 ⎥⎥
K 33 ⎥⎦ i
K13 ⎤
K 23 ⎥⎥
K 33 ⎥⎦ j

, the couplings from the non-

and the scale factors by

κ x ,κ y ,κ z .

These 18

parameters can be extracted from the calibration matrices by linear combination. Now
omitting the lower index for the accelerometer number, they are defined by equation
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(9.3). It should be mentioned that here the calibration matrices [ K ]i and [ K ] j are valid
for one accelerometer and do NOT come from one of the calibration approaches. They
are derived from equation (9.2), which is related to the calibration matrix deduced from
estimation.

κ x = K 11 − 1 , κ y = K 22 − 1 , κ z = K 33 − 1 ,
ϕ=

1
(K 23 − K 32 ) , θ = 1 (K 31 − K13 ) , ψ = 1 (K12 − K 21 ) ,
2
2
2

ε=

1
(K12 + K 21 ) , η = 1 (K13 + K 31 ) , ς = 1 (K 23 + K 32 ) .
2
2
2

(9.3)

K pq describes an element of the calibration matrices [ K ]i , respectively [ K ] j . From the
shape of the calibration matrix some predictions can be done about its alignment
parameters. A symmetrical calibration matrix indicates that there are no couplings
caused by rotation of the accelerometer axis. This means that the accelerometer axes
are optimally aligned. A calibration matrix with trace nearly three (

∑K

ii

≈ 3 ) means

i

that the voltage scale factors are nearly zero. If the calibration matrix is zero in its offdiagonal elements, then the accelerometer axes are optimally and orthogonally aligned.
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II SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT DESCRIPTION
A calibration environment for simulating realistic observations has been implemented
using Matlab® and FORTRAN. It delivers the possibility of choosing various options for
data synthesis and calibration and has been designed to cover as many data
configurations as possible. Beside basic calibration with noise free data and calibration
using realistic noise PSD functions, applying extended filtering options to the data is
possible. Most of the data can be created within the application, but some information
like gravity field model coefficients and star tracker data have to be imported from
external sources.

10) Description of data for simulation
Before the data synthesis and the calibration approaches were realized, some questions
arose which had to be dealt with. One major question was: “Does it make sense to use
real (or rather as realistic as possible) satellite data for developing a calibration
environment?” Because most of the externally provided data has been processed like in
a black box it would be difficult to determine which influences caused its behavior.
Therefore the calibration environment has been designed to create most of the data files
internally, but additionally it provides the possibility to verify the results with external
(real) observations.
ESA E2EV3 SIMULATOR
eq. (6.1)
Orbit

CM nf

DM nf

dwi/dt

wi

Ê(CM)

Ê(DM)

Ê(dwi/dt)

Ê(wi)

noise CM noise DM

Clm, Slm
Ê(Clm,Slm)

eq. (7.3)
Calibration

MODEL

Uij
Ê(Uij)

DMcalib
Ê(DMcalib)

δ , ρ,κ

ICM

Ê(ICM)

Figure 10.1: Data handling when ESA data is used. The CM and DM observations come from the E2E
simulator. It provides noisy and noise-free observations.

The data which was not, or could not be created within the environment has been taken
from the ESA GOCE E2E (End to End) simulator. The E2E simulator provides data files
for the complete ground segment of GOCE (for example the HPF, [15]) and simulates
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internal and external influences on the satellite mission. It provides noisy and noise-free
data sets, which are optimal for calibration testing.
In the beginning of this study, it was not clear how measurement noise influences
data and the calibration. To answer this question, synthetic noise and noise coming from
the E2E simulator has been analyzed. Noise PSD functions have been derived for every
data set. These noise PSD functions were used in the calibration environment for the
superposition of noise on synthetic noise-free data. By successively adding noise on
every input data type, an overview of the influence of every noise component of the
calibration quality was generated.
Beside a general calibration approach which utilizes E2E data as real data (Figure
10.1), a closed-loop calibration has been defined (Figure 10.2). The target of this
environmental setting is to derive the impact of every single noise component on the
calibration result. By generating the DM observations and model DM accelerations from
the same model, a test on numerical stability and correct implementation was done. By
adding step-wise synthetic noise to the input data, its influence on the calibration was
analyzed.
INTERNAL DATA SYNTHESIS

noise PSD
from E2E

dwi/dt nf

wI nf

Ê(dwi/dt)

Ê(wi)

MODEL

Orbit
eq. (6.1)

Clm, Slm
Ê(Clm,Slm)

noise wi
noise DM

DMcalib
eq. (7.3)

Uij
Ê(Uij)

Ê(DMcalib)
noise CM
ICM
DMobs
apply [K]
Ê(DMobs)

Ê(ICM)

Calibration

δ , ρ,κ

eq. (5.10)

Figure 10.2: Flow chart of the simulation environment with closed-loop simulation. All data is created
internally by the calibration simulator. For deriving DM observations noise computed from noise
PSDs are added to the noise-free DM observations and a calibration matrix is applied. Because
CM observations are not synthesizable, they are replaced by noise. ‘nf’ means noise-free data.

Before these simulations could be done the noise PSD functions of the CM and DM
accelerations, angular velocities and angular acceleration observations had to be
derived. Fortunately, the ESA E2E simulator provides noisy and noise-free data sets. By
analyzing them, the noise functions were computed. Comparing the noise function with
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the GOCE error budget, it could be shown that the provided noise is within the defined
specifications ([10], [33], [37]).
The following data provided by the E2E Simulator was used for calibration issues:
– CM observations, noise-free
– CM observations, with noise added
– DM observations, noise-free
– DM observations, with noise added
– Quaternions from star tracker, noise-free
– Quaternions from star tracker, with noise included
– Quaternions from star tracker and gradiometer combination, noise-free
– Quaternions from star tracker and gradiometer combination, with noise included
– PSO (Precise Science Orbit) positions
– Gravity gradients, noise-free
– Gravity gradients, with noise included
A detailed data description of the E2E simulator output can be found in [13]. The gravity
gradients, CM and DM observations are provided in Gradiometer Reference Frame
(GRF). The quaternion files are used to obtain the angular velocities and angular
accelerations [28].

10.1) Gravity field models and correlation functions
The correlations deduced from a-priori gravity field models and the realistic noise PSD
functions are of great importance for synthesis of weighting matrices (chapter 13.2))
used in both calibration approaches. Therefore the correlation functions of the gravity
field models EGM96 [7], EIGEN-GL04C [16] and QL06 have been deduced. The gravity
field model QL06 bases on EGM96. Its variance-covariance matrix of the spherical
harmonic coefficients has order-wise block-diagonal structure, while the EGM96 model
provides a complete variance-covariance matrix up to degree and order 70 and only
variances for coefficients larger than degree and order 70. The gravity field model
EIGEN-GL04C bases on a combination of GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiment) satellite data, and LAGEOS (Laser Geodynamics Satellite) mission data,
altimetry surface and gravimetry data [16].
It is well known that the covariance of a gravity field decreases with the distance
to the reference point and finally converges to zero [32]. This behavior was correctly
deduced by the covariance propagation described in chapter 6.2) and 7.1). By analyzing
the variance-covariance information of synthetic in-orbit gravity field measurements, the
correlation of the time series along the orbit can be understood. Figure 10.3 shows the
variance of 2 revolutions of a reference repeat orbit ( N e = 16 , N o = 247 , i = 96.5° ,
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h = 250km ) at 15 seconds time sampling interval with the a-priori gravity field model
EGM96 used. Here, only the first derivatives V x ,V y ,V z of the gravity field were used, but
the extension to the second derivatives V xx ,V xy ,V xz ,V yy ,V yz ,V zz is straightforward.

Figure 10.3: Correlation between positions of two orbit revolutions over time (left). Satellite positions with
peaks in correlation marked red, 15 seconds sampling (~7.4 km for 15s), model: EGM96 maximal
order and degree 70.

Figure 10.3 shows the correlation functions deduced from first derivatives of the gravity
field based on EGM96 (left) and the corresponding ground track plot of the orbit (right).
The peaks of the correlation functions (left) are marked in the track plot with red circles
(right). Implicitly, Figure 10.3 shows that the correlation is a function of distance and
furthermore also a function of time. Every time the satellite approximates its start point
(after ~ 5600 seconds) the correlation increases. There is a secondary peak when it has
done a half revolution (~2800 seconds).
To get a better approximation of the time correlation function shown in Figure
10.3 (left), a plot of 120 seconds with 1 second sampling interval delivers more detailed
information for shorter time periods. Shorter time periods means shorter distances
along the ground track. If the distance becomes larger than ~900 km (120 seconds) the
correlation becomes negligibly small (Figure 10.4).
For a more detailed analysis of correlation functions of different gravity field
models the model EIGEN-GL04C is used. The deduced correlation functions of the first
derivatives of the gravity field EIGEN-GL04C are shown in Figure 10.4 (right). EIGENGL04C provides spherical harmonic coefficients up do degree and order 360 with
corresponding standard deviations. It is used here to show how the correlation functions
change when a different gravity field model is chosen. For calibration issues, smooth,
positive definite correlation functions with low correlations are desirable, because they
are easy to model. By using approximated correlation functions, the complete variance- 54 -
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covariance propagation from gravity field model to differential mode accelerations can
be replaced by correlation functions, with which the variance-covariance matrices can
be approximated. The following part shows that depending on the chosen gravity field
model, some correlations are larger, but some correlations are even negligibly small.
It has to be mentioned that here, the data synthesis and the variance-covariance
propagation has been done with noise-free angular rates and angular accelerations. This
means that the correlation functions only depend on the variance-covariance information
of the chosen gravity field, the maximal order and degree, the satellite orbit and satellite
alignment.

Figure 10.4: Correlation functions for first derivatives of the gravity field with gravity field model EGM96
(left) and EIGEN-GL04C (right) used at maximal degree 150.

While EGM96 delivers a covariance function which does not show strong oscillations,
the EIGEN-GL04C function oscillates with a frequency of about 0.5Hz. One reason for
this behavior could be that at low degree and order the variances of the spherical
harmonic coefficients of EIGEN-GL04C are decreasing while increasing with higher
degree and order than 20 (Figure 10.5). The degree median and degree median variance
plots of Figure 10.5 have been calculated by using:

Medianl = medianm (| Rlm |) , Rlm = {Clm , S lm }

(10.1)

σMedianl = medianm (| σRlm |) , σRlm = {σClm ,σS lm } .
After applying variance-covariance propagation to the gravity gradients, the correlation
functions shown in Figure 10.6 could be computed. As gravity field model a QL-GFA
(Quicklook Gravity Field Analysis, [29]) solution (QL06) based on AR2-data [28] has been
used. Since QL-GFA is based on the block-wise covariance propagation, the correlation
functions are smoother (right) than the EGM96 solution (left). Because the computations
of the variance-covariance matrices of the second derivatives has been done by utilizing
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the block-wise approach, the correlation function of the QL06 second derivatives do not
oscillate that much as the ones based on EGM96.

Figure 10.5: Gravity field model degree median coefficients and variances for Kaula, EGM96, EIGEN-GL04C
and QL06.

Based on the second derivatives of the a-priori gravity field model, the model differential
mode accelerations and its covariances have been deduced. From the full variancecovariance matrices, the correlation functions of the DM accelerations have been
computed. Thus, the deduced correlation functions of the DM accelerations look very
similar to the correlation functions of the second derivatives of the gravity field.

Figure 10.6: Correlation functions of second derivatives of EGM96(left) and QL06 (right). The term AR3
describes the internal data version of the used products.

As Figure 10.7 and Figure 10.8 show, the DM correlation functions are similar to the
correlation functions of the second derivatives. Because the noise of the angular
velocities and angular accelerations has been modeled by using white noise, the DM
correlation functions are not influenced by it. In practice, the angular information noise
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influences the correlation functions of the DM accelerations. Thus, in the model
correlations of the DM accelerations autocorrelation functions of the model noise of
angular accelerations should be included as well.
In Figure 10.8 the correlations of the DM tensor off-diagonal elements are shown.
It can be seen that the correlations of DM accelerations deduced from the gravity field
model QL06 are smaller than the correlations of DM accelerations deduced from the
gravity field model EGM96. If the correlations are below a critical level, they can be
completely ignored, so a simplified model with fewer memory requirements can be
applied.

Figure 10.7: Normalized correlation functions of DM accelerations (diagonal elements) based on EGM96 (left)
and QL06 (right). 1 means fully correlated, -1 fully anti-correlated and 0 there is no correlations
at all. The standard deviations of the signals are shown in the upper right corners.

Figure 10.8: Normalized correlation functions of DM accelerations (off-diagonal elements) based on EGM96
(left) and QL06 (right). ). 1 means fully correlated, -1 fully anti-correlated and 0 there is no
correlations at all. The standard deviations of the signals are shown in the upper right corners.
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While the correlations of the off-diagonal elements of the DM tensor of EGM96 have a
maximal amplitude of 0.2, the correlations of QL06 (Figure 10.8, right) are negligibly
small. Moreover, the overall amplitude of the standard deviations of the DM
accelerations derived from QL06 is smaller than that of the standard deviations deduced
from EGM96. This is caused by the overall smaller amplitude of the QL06 harmonic
coefficients variances (Figure 10.5, right, cyan line).
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11) Noise behavior of realistic data
This chapter describes the noise PSD functions derived from the E2E simulator data. In
practice, the observation noise usually is not white, but colored. Based on the noise-free
data and the noisy data the noise PSD functions were computed.

11.1) DM observations noise
Concerning gravity field missions with gradiometers on board (like GOCE), among other
data, the DM accelerations are used for gravity field recovery. By combining position,
attitude, gradiometer and other auxiliary information like IERS (International Earth
Rotation Service) parameters, a global gravity field model can be deduced. During the
design phase of the mission an error budget of every measured component has been
defined. Correspondingly, there exist design values of the accelerometer measurement
errors for GOCE ([10], [17]). Figure 11.1 shows the design specifications of the
accelerometer performance for the satellite mission GOCE. By applying equations (4.18)
or (7.3), gravitational gradients, angular velocities and angular accelerations can be
deduced from DM accelerations. Thus the DM acceleration performance has a great
impact on the quality of the gravity field product. This is the reason why in practice the
gradiometer error should be below the defined maximal value.

Figure 11.1: Design specifications of DM acceleration errors from GOCE. The ultra sensitive axes

are marked blue, the less sensitive axes in red. Source: Rummel R., HPF/ESA [2]

As already mentioned the ESA E2E simulator [6] provides noisy and noise-free
differential mode differences. From these data the noise PSD values were computed
(Figure 11.2).
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The noise PSD functions were calculated by subtraction of the noise-free time series
noise

from the noised observations ( a d
noise

noise, while a d

noisy

= ad

nf

noisy

− ad , ad
nf

is the colored noise and a d

describes the signal including

the noise-free signal). A test of

consistency has been done by executing equation (7.3) with noise-free E2E observations.
These noise-free differential mode differences have been computed from noise-free
nf

gravitational gradients and noise-free angular information ( a d ,test = L ⋅ (U

nf

nf

+ Ω ) ). The

noise-free GGT and angular observations (angular velocities and angular accelerations)
are provided be the E2E simulator, too, and delivered results which are identical to the
provided noise-free differential mode accelerations.

Figure 11.2: Noise PSD values of E2EV4 differential mode accelerations for all axes (x, y, z) and
accelerometer pairs (14, 25, 36). The noise-free DM observations are drawn in red, the noisy
ones in blue and the derived noise in black. GOCE’s gradiometer MBW (measure bandwidth) is
marked yellow.

Every of the nine DM acceleration components has a slightly different noise behavior. By
analyzing Figure 11.2, a PSD function for high-sensitive axes and less sensitive axes can
be deduced by averaging. These noise PSD functions are used in the calibration
simulator for the simulation of realistic noise on DM observations.
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Figure 11.3: Noise PSD functions of E2EV4 differential mode accelerations for high-sensitive axes (red) and
less sensitive axes (blue). The MBW of GOCE’s gradiometer is drawn yellow.

This results in two differential mode noise functions. While the noise of low-sensitive
axes is white within the measure bandwidth (MBW), the noise of high-sensitive axes is
smaller, but slightly colored also within the MBW (Figure 11.3). As shown in Figure 5.2,
14 , x

the accelerations from highly sensitive axes are a d
14 , y

accelerations from less sensitive axes are a d

,z
, a 14
, a d25, y , a d25, z , a d36, x , a d36, z and the
d

, a d25, z , a d36, y . CM and DM tensors are used

in plots to display all CM or DM observations in one figure. They are defined by

⎡ ac14, x
⎢
[ A]c = ⎢a c25, x
⎢a c36, x
⎣

a c14, y
a c25, y
a c36, y

,x
⎡ a 14
ac14, z ⎤
d
⎥
⎢
a c25, z ⎥ and [ A] d = ⎢a d25, x
⎢a d36, x
a c36, z ⎥⎦
⎣

,y
a 14
d
a d25, y

a d36, y

,z
⎤
a 14
d
25, z ⎥
ad ⎥ .
a d36, z ⎥⎦

11.2) CM observations noise
As mentioned in chapter 4.3), the common mode accelerations consist of accelerations
caused by non-conservative forces and measurement noise. The measurement noise of
the gradiometer has a direct impact on the noise of CM observations. Because the
available E2E data did not provide detailed error information for common mode
acceleration measurements, it was not possible to derive empirical noise PSD functions.
Nevertheless, the noise PSD functions of the differential mode accelerations can
be used do determine the common mode noise PSD functions. While the differential
mode

accelerations

are

calculated

by

computing

the

difference

between

two

accelerometer measurements, the common mode accelerations are deduced by using the
sum. Applying variance propagation, it can be shown that common and differential mode
accelerations have the same dependency on the accelerometer error. Therefore, for the
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common mode PSD error functions, the differential mode PSD error functions have been
utilized in the simulation.
Based on equation (3.3), which is the definition of common and differential mode
accelerations, the variance of CM and DM measurements can be deduced. The
ij

ij

observation vectors containing the CM and DM accelerations Y c = a c and Y d = a d , the
parameter vector X = a i , j containing the measured accelerations of the accelerometers

i and j , the corresponding variance-covariance matrix of the measured accelerations
∑( X ) = ∑(a i , j ) , and the design matrices A c and A d can be written as:

[

X = a i , j = aix

aiy

aiz

a xj

⎡σai2,x
⎢ i ,i
⎢σa x , y
⎢σa xi ,,iz
∑( X ) = ∑(a i , j ) = ⎢ i , j
⎢σa x , x
⎢σa i , j
⎢ xi ,, yj
⎢⎣σa x , z

[

Y c = acij, x

acij, y

]

T

]

T

a jy

σa xi ,,iy
σai2, y
σa iy,,iz
σa xi ,, jy
σa iy,,jy
σa iy,,jz

[

a zj ,

σa xi ,,iz
σa iy,,iz
σai2,z
σa xi ,, jz
σa iy,,jz
σa zi ,, zj

acij, z , Y d = a dij, x

a dij, y

σa xi ,, jx
σa xi ,, jy
σa xi ,, zj
σa 2j , x
σa xj,,yj
σa xj,,zj

σa xi ,, jy
σa iy,,jy
σa iy,,jz
σa xj,,yj
σa 2j , y
σa yj ,,zj

σa xi ,, zj ⎤
⎥
σa iy,,jz ⎥
σa zi ,, zj ⎥
⎥,
σa xj,,zj ⎥
σa yj ,,zj ⎥
⎥
σa 2j , z ⎥⎦

]

T

a dij, z ,

⎡1 0 0 1 0 0 ⎤
⎡1 0 0 − 1 0 0 ⎤
1⎢
1⎢
⎥
A c = ⎢0 1 0 0 1 0⎥ , A d = ⎢0 1 0 0 − 1 0 ⎥⎥ .
2
2
⎢⎣0 0 1 0 0 1⎥⎦
⎢⎣0 0 1 0 0 − 1⎥⎦
⎡ Ac ⎤
⎥.
⎣ Ad ⎦

The combined design matrix of A c and A d is defined by A cd = ⎢

The linear equation with corresponding variance-covariance propagation are defined by:
T

Y c = A c ⋅ X , , ∑(Y c ) = A c ⋅ ∑( X ) ⋅ A c

(11.1)

T

Y d = A d ⋅ X , ∑(Y d ) = A d ⋅ ∑( X ) ⋅ A d
T

Y cd = A cd ⋅ X , ∑(Y cd ) = A cd ⋅ ∑( X ) ⋅ A cd
Performing the variance-covariance propagation leads to the variance-covariance
ij

matrices of the common mode accelerations ∑ ( a c ) = ∑ (Y c ) and of the differential mode
ij

accelerations ∑ (a d ) = ∑(Y d ) . The combination of both linear equations leads to a
variance-covariance matrix, which also contains the correlations between common and
differential mode accelerations:
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∑(Y c , Y d )⎤
⎡ ∑(Y c )
,
∑(Y cd ) = ⎢
∑(Y d ) ⎥⎦
⎣∑(Y c , Y d )

⎡ σai2,x + 2σa xi ,, xj + σa 2j , x
1⎢
∑(Y c ) = ⎢σa xi ,,iy + 2σa xi ,, jy + σa xj,,yj
4
⎢σa xi ,,iz + 2σa xi ,, jz + σa xj,,zj
⎣

σa xi ,,iy + 2σa xi ,, jy + σa xj,,yj σa xi ,,iz + 2σa xi ,, jz + σa xj,,zj ⎤
⎥
σai2, y + 2σa iy,,jy + σa 2j , y σa iy,,iz + 2σa iy,,jz + σa yj,,zj ⎥ ,
σa iy,,iz + 2σa iy,,jz + σa yj ,,zj σai2, z + 2σa zi ,, zj + σa 2j , z ⎥⎦

⎡ σai2, x − 2σa xi ,, xj + σa 2j , x
1⎢
∑(Y d ) = ⎢σa xi ,,iy − 2σa xi ,, jy + σa xj,,yj
4
⎢σa xi ,,iz − 2σa xi ,, zj + σa xj,,zj
⎣

σa xi ,,iy − 2σa xi ,, jy + σa xj,,yj σa xi ,,iz − 2σa xi ,, zj + σa xj,,zj ⎤
⎥
σai2, y − 2σa iy,,jy + σa 2j , y σa iy,,iz − 2σa iy,,jz + σa yj,,zj ⎥ ,
σa iy,,iz − 2σa iy,,jz + σa yj ,,zj σai2,z − 2σa zi ,, zj + σa 2j , z ⎥⎦

⎡ σai2, x − σa 2j , x
1⎢
∑(Y c , Y d ) = ⎢σa xi ,,iy − σa xj,,yj
4
⎢σa xi ,,iz − σa xj,,zj
⎣

σa xi ,,iy − σa xj,,yj σa xi ,,iz − σa xj,,zj ⎤
⎥
σai2, y − σa 2j , y σa iy,,iz − σa yj,,zj ⎥ .
σa iy,,iz − σa yj,,zj σai2, z − σa 2j , z ⎥⎦

Although they are measuring the same quantity, it can be assumed that the
measurements of two accelerometers are uncorrelated. The proof masses of both
accelerometers are accelerated by the same forces. Nevertheless, every accelerometer
is a closed system and measures the accelerations of the proof mass relative to the cage
independently from the other accelerometer. Thus, the off-diagonal elements of the
accelerometer

measurements

variance-covariance

matrix

become

zero:

∑( X ) p ,q = 0, [ p ≠ q] . The final variance-covariance matrices of the CM and DM
accelerations are identical (equation (11.2)), which offers the possibility to use the
empirical noise PSD functions of the DM observations for noise simulation of CM
accelerations.

⎡σai2, x + σa 2j , x
1⎢
ij
0
∑(Y c ) = ∑(Y d ) = ∑(a c ,d ) = ⎢
4
⎢
0
⎣

σai2, y + σa 2j , y

⎡σa
1⎢
∑(Y c , Y d ) = ⎢
4
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
2
2 ⎥
σai , z − σa j , z ⎦

2
i,x

− σa
0

2
j,x

0

σai2, y − σa 2j , y

0

0

0
0

⎤
⎥
0
⎥
2
2 ⎥
σai , z + σa j , z ⎦
0

(11.2)

0
0

If we assume that the noise behavior of the accelerometers is identical, their variances
become equal:

σai2,s = σa 2j ,s = σaij2,s ,[ s = x, y, z ] .

The variances of the CM and DM

accelerations are:

⎡σaij , x ⎤
1⎢
⎥
σ (a ) = σ (a ) = ⎢σaij , y ⎥
4
⎢σaij , z ⎥
⎦
⎣
ij
c

ij
d
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11.3) Angular velocities and angular accelerations noise
The ESA E2EV4 simulator provides two types of angular velocities and angular
accelerations. Angular information coming from star tracker (STR) data, and angular
information delivered by combining star tracker observations with gradiometer
measurements (IAQ).
The DM accelerations noise PSD functions in Figure 11.4 and Figure 11.5 have
been computed by evaluating equation (7.3). First differential mode differences have
been

computed
noisy

information a d

by

using

= L ⋅ (U

nf

noise-free

+Ω

noisy

gravitational

gradients

and

noisy

noisy

) . So, the noisy DM accelerations a d

angular

contain only

the noise of the angular rates and angular accelerations. Therefore it is possible to
analyze the influence of angular noise on DM accelerations synthesis. By subtracting
noise-free DM accelerations from these noisy DM differences, the noise PSD functions
caused by angular noise can be deduced (black curve in Figure 11.4 and Figure 11.5).
Again, the noise-free DM observations from the E2EV4 simulator have been tested by
nf

using noise-free input on formula (7.3) ( a d ,test = L ⋅ (U

nf

nf

+ Ω ) ).

Figure 11.4: DM accelerations noise PSD functions derived from STR noise. Red: noise-free DM accelerations,
Blue: noisy DM accelerations, Black: noise PSD, Green: angular velocities noise, Magenta:
angular accelerations noise, Yellow: MBW
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Star tracker angular information would be the optimal data set for calibration, because
it is independent of the gradiometer measurements. Thus, the correlation between startracker and gradiometer can be assumed to be zero. However, its noise is far too large
(Figure
noise

11.4).

a d , STR = L ⋅ (U

nf

The
noisy

noise

PSD

function

of

STR

files

derived

by

using

nf

+ Ω STR ) − a d shows that within the measurement bandwidth, the noise is

larger than the signal (Figure 11.4). For calibration, IAQ angular information can be
used too. One benefit of using IAQ files is its lower measurement noise (Figure 11.5).
Although, within the MBW, the measurement noise is larger than the signal, it is much
smaller than the noise of STR data. Nevertheless, because it is derived by combining
STR data with gradiometer observations, there exist significant correlations with CM
and DM accelerations. It could be assumed that these correlations are negligible for
calibration, but they can also be handled by applying empirical correlations in the
variance-covariance matrices.

Figure 11.5: DM accelerations noise PSD functions derived from IAQ noise. Red: noise-free DM accelerations,
Blue: noisy DM accelerations, Black: noise PSD, Green: angular velocities noise, Magenta:
angular accelerations noise, Yellow: MBW.

As Figure 11.4 and Figure 11.5 show, the noise amplitude of the angular information is
lower at low frequencies. Simulations have shown that in case of noisy observations, the
calibration of misalignment parameters is frequency dependent (see chapter 13.1).
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Thus, disturbances caused by noise can be reduced by applying a carefully designed
filter to the data without loosing too much important information. Although the signal
x

y

z

strength of the diagonal elements of the DM tensor ( a d ,14 , a d , 25 , a d ,36 ) becomes weaker at
higher frequencies, they are less influenced by angular noise. Therefore a higher
weighting factor for them could improve the calibration results. The type of weighting
will be handled in chapter 13.2).
Figure 11.5 shows that there exist accelerometer measurements which are highly
influenced by angular noise and accelerometer measurements which are lesser
influenced by angular noise. The diagonal elements of the model accelerometer tensor
14 , x

( ad

, a d25, y , a d36, z ) are lesser altered by angular noise, thus they can be used for filter

design.

11.4) Overall noise
In summary there exist two measurement noise types. One type is gradiometer
measurement noise, which is caused by the accelerometer and which directly alters the
DM and CM measurements. The other type is angular noise. Figure 11.6 sums up all
discussed noise types at differential (common) mode acceleration level.

Figure 11.6:

Summary of discussed noise PSD types represented in accelerations.
Red: angular rates noise PSDs from IAQ (solid) and STR files (dotted),
Magenta: angular accelerations noise PSDs from IAQ (solid) and STR (dotted) files,
Green: CM, DM acceleration noise PSD from gradiometer for ultra high-sensitive axis,
Blue: CM, DM acceleration noise PSD from gradiometer for low-sensitive axis,
Yellow: measurement bandwidth (MBW) of the gradiometer.
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For DM synthesis high quality angular velocities and angular accelerations are needed
(see chapter 7). It has been shown that their noise has a direct influence on the DM
accelerations. Thus, when calibration is done, the measured CM and DM observations
include gradiometer measurement noise and the synthetic DM accelerations include
additionally angular noise. Both noise types have an influence on the calibration quality.
It has to be mentioned that the impact of different gravity field models has been
analyzed, too. The influence of the maximal spherical resolution and the used gravity
field model is, compared to the measurement noises, negligibly small. Figure 11.6 shows
all discussed types in one plot. It can be seen that the influence of the angular
information noise on the differential accelerations is larger than the accelerometer
measurement noise.
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III CALIBRATION REALIZATION
In chapter 12) and 13) the practical implementation and optimization of three
calibration approaches is demonstrated (conditions approach, parameter approach and
modified conditions approach). There are shown and discussed the results of some of the
calibration simulations. Table 11.1 sums up all calibration results which are shown in
this study.

N

Dt

∑(a c ,d )

Filtering

Noise

Param.

par. [l]

1000

1s

no

no

noise-free

all

cond. [r]

1000

1s

no

no

noise-free

all

par. [l]

1000

1s

no

no

noise-free

scale

cond. [r]

1000

1s

no

no

noise-free

scale

par. [l]

1000

1s

no

no

noise-free

scale

cond. [r]

1000

1s

no

no

noise-free

scale

cond.

1000

1s

no

no

a′c , a′d

all

cond. [l]

1000

1s

no

no

noise-free

all

cond. [r]

1000

1s

no

no

a′c , a′d

all

Figure 12.6

cond.

1000

1s

no

no

ω STR , ω& STR

all

Figure 12.7

cond.

1000

1s

no

no

ω STR , ω& STR

all

Figure 12.8

cond.

1000

1s

no

no

a ′ c ,d , a d

all

cond. [u]

1000

1s

no

[0.005,0.1] MBW

a′ c ,d , a d

all
all

Figure No.
Figure 12.1

Figure 12.2

Figure 12.3
Figure 12.4
Figure 12.5

Approach

IAQ

IAQ

Figure 13.3

Figure 13.4

cond. [m]

1000

1s

no

[0.01] low-pass

a′ c ,d , a

cond. [lo]

1000

1s

no

[0.02] high-pass

a′ c ,d , a d

all

cond. [u]

1000

1s

no

[0.03,0.09] stop

a′ c ,d , a d

all
all

IAQ
d
IAQ
IAQ

cond. [lo]

1000

1s

no

[0.0005,0.05] b-p

a′ c ,d , a

Figure 13.5

par.

1000

1s

∑(a d ) −

no

a′ c ,d , a d

all

Figure 13.6

cond.

850

no

a′ c ,d , a d

all

[0.0005,0.05] b-p

a′ c ,d , a d

all

1s ∑( a′c ,d ), ∑(a d )

∑(a d ) −

IAQ
IAQ
IAQ

Figure 13.10

par.

Figure 13.11

cond.

850

1s ∑( a′c ,d ), ∑(a d )

[0.0005,0.05] b-p

a′ c ,d , a d

all

Figure 13.14

med.

850

1s ∑( a′c ,d ), ∑(a d )

no

a′ c ,d , a d

all

Figure 13.15

med.

[0.0005,0.05] b-p

a′ c ,d , a d

all

Table 11.1:

432000 1s

IAQ
d

432000 1s ∑( a′c ,d ), ∑(a d )

Overview of simulations shown and discussed in this study.
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Legend of Table 11.1:
[l]

left part of the figure

[r]

right part of the figure

[u]

upper part of the figure

[m]

middle part of the figure

[lo]

lower part of the figure

par.

parameter approach used

cond.

conditions approach used

med.

modified conditions approach used

N

number of used epochs for calibration

MBW

band-pass filter within MBW (measurement bandwidth)

b-p

band-pass filter

stop

stop-band filter

a′c , a′d

realistic synthetic accelerometer noise has been superposed on measured CM pr
DM accelerations

a ′ c ,d

realistic synthetic accelerometer noise has been superposed on measured CM and
DM accelerations

ω STR , ω& STR
IAQ

realistic synthetic star tracker noise has been superposed on noise-free angular
rates and accelerations

ad

realistic synthetic IAQ noise has been superposed on noise-free angular rates and
accelerations which are used for synthesizing model DM accelerations

∑(a d ) −

realistic synthetic variance-covariance information of model DM accelerations has
been used in the calibration

∑(a′ c ,d )

realistic synthetic variance-covariance information of CM and DM measurements
has been used in the calibration
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12) Calibration simulation
In this chapter the results of some calibration simulations are presented. With a noisefree closed loop simulation the general numerical stability of the calibration system is
proven. By successively adding synthetic noise on every data component its influence on
the calibration quality is tested. First only accelerometer noise is added to the
measurements, next synthetic angular information noise is applied, and finally a
calibration simulation is done with realistic noise distribution on all data components.
For all simulations the same realistic inverse calibration matrix has been applied
to the gradiometer measurements. It has been derived from small misalignment
parameters. Additionally, a bias has been superposed to the CM and DM measurements.
The misalignment parameters and biases are shown in Table 12.1. All results are shown
14

for the accelerometer pair A .

Rotation

Linear scale factor

A1

A4

ϕi

-3.18e-4

-1.11e-3

θi

4.78e-4

ψi

1.70e-4

Table 12.1:

A1

A4

k xi

-2.57e-3

-1.28e-2

-2.32e-4

k yi

1.01e-2

-5.54e-4

k zi

3.42e-3

Shear

Bias

bc

bd

x

-1.2e-8

1.5e-8

5.38e-4

y

1.1e-8

-1.1e-8

-3.33e-4

z

-2.1e-8

-1.3e-8

A1

A4

ςi

-1.58e-4

1.10e-3

8.40e-3

ηi

5.42e-4

1.14e-2

εi

5.14e-4

Misalignment parameters and biases applied to measurements for calibration simulation. The
rotation parameters are given in radians, the biases in m/s², while the linear scale factors and
shear parameters are dimensionless.

From the misalignment parameters of Table 12.1, a calibration matrix has been deduced
(Table 12.2).

Table 12.2:

9.92e-1

2.82e-4

4.17e-4

5.10e-3

-2.70e-4

-3.53e-4

6.65e-4

1.009

-6.21e-4

-9.94e-4

8.38e-4

8.18e-4

6.63e-4

8.027e-4

1.007

3.570e-4

2.98e-5

-3.99e-3

5.10e-3

-2.70e-4

-3.53e-4

9.92e-1

2.82e-4

4.17e-4

-9.94e-4

8.38e-4

8.18e-4

6.65e-4

1.009

-6.21e-4

3.57e-4

2.98e-5

-3.99e-3

6.63e-4

8.027e-4

1.007

Calibration matrix applied to measurements deduced from misalignment parameters.

For the calibration, 1000 epochs at 1 second sampling rate have been used for both
approaches. The dependence on the data set length and sampling has also been
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investigated. In summary, a longer data set leads to lower correlations and better
calibration results. The CM of Table 12.2 leads to an ICM which is shown in Table 12.3.

Table 12.3:

1.0078

-2.82e-4

-4.18e-4

-5.17e-3

2.71e-4

3.5ee-4

-6.70e-4

0.9908

6.09e-4

9.96e-4

-8.23e-4

-8.03e-4

-6.62e-4

-7.89e-4

0.9927

-3.57e-4

-3.18e-5

3.93e-3

-5.17e-3

2.71e-4

3.5ee-4

1.0078

-2.82e-4

-4.18e-4

9.96e-4

-8.23e-4

-8.03e-4

-6.70e-4

0.9908

6.09e-4

-3.57e-4

-3.18e-5

3.93e-3

-6.62e-4

-7.89e-4

0.9927

Inverse calibration matrix applied to measurements deduced from misalignment parameters.

12.1) Closed-loop simulation
First the numerical stability of both calibration approaches had to be tested. Therefore
noise-free CM and DM accelerations have been synthesized. To derive misaligned
measured CM and DM observations, the inverse calibration matrix from Table 12.3 and
the biases from Table 12.1 have been applied to the synthetic CM and DM observations.

Figure 12.1: Calibration result of noise-free closed-loop simulation. On the left side the results from the
parameter approach and on the right side the results from conditions approach are displayed.
The upper matrices show the differences between the real and estimated ICMs, and the lower
matrices show the standard deviations of the calibrated ICMs.

Figure 12.1 proves that both calibration approaches deliver correct inverse calibration
matrices. The mean difference between the real ICM and the estimated ICM is below

10 −11 . The mean standard deviation is below 10 −11 for the parameter approach and 10 −12
for the conditions approach, so the calibration has been successful. The conditions
method derives better results than the parameter approach, because the numerical

⎡BT Q B
ll
stability of the combined normal equation matrix ⎢
T
⎣⎢ A
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T

numerical stability of the normal equation matrix A P ll A . It has to be mentioned that
the amplitude of the bias significantly alters the calibration result. Because of
correlation the biases leak into the alignment parameters. This behavior is discussed in
more detail in chapter 12.3).
Additionally only the scale factors of the designed ICM from a signal with full
ICM applied have been estimated. As Table 12.2 shows the couplings are within the
range of 10

−2

to 10

−4

. The calibration result is not as good as before, because it is

assumed that there are no couplings (Figure 12.2), which is not true. Thus, the
couplings of the ICM influence the estimated linear scale factors. Additionally, the
biases which were added to the measured CM and DM accelerations produce virtual
couplings, too.
Because of this, an additional simulation was done with an ICM which contains no
couplings. This means only the diagonal elements of C and D of the ICM influence the
measurements. The off-diagonal elements were set to zero. As Figure 12.3 shows, the
result is comparable with the complete calibration shown in Figure 12.1. The differences
between the real ICM and the estimated ICM are numerical zero.

Figure 12.2: Calibration result of closed-loop simulation with only scale factors. On the left side the results
from parameter approach and on the right side the results from conditions approach. The upper
matrices show the differences between the real and estimated ICM and the lower matrices show
the standard deviation estimates of the calibrated ICM.

Figure 12.2 and Figure 12.3 show that the calibration parameterizing only scale factors
should not be applied to data sets which may contain couplings.
It has to be mentioned, that no additional information has been added to the
systems. No weighting factors, variance-covariance information or filtering has been
used. Thus, the couplings of the applied ICM can leak into the scaling factors of the
estimation. Using optimal weighting and a longer data set can reduce the high
correlations. In the chapters 12.2), 12.5), 12.6) methods for improving the calibration
results have not been applied. These methods are introduced in chapter 13).
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Figure 12.3: Calibration result of closed-loop simulation with only scale factors estimation. Only the linear
scale factors were applied to the CM and DM measurements. On the left side the results from
parameter approach and on the right side the results from conditions approach. The upper
matrices show the differences between the real and estimated ICM and the lower matrices show
the standard deviation estimates of the calibrated ICM.

12.2) Calibration with gradiometer noise
Based on the derived noise curves from E2E data, realistic noise has been computed and
superposed onto the measured common and differential mode accelerations. In
accordance with GOCE performance specifications ([10], chapter 11.1)), high-sensitive
and low-sensitive noise has been superposed to the accelerometer pairs. The noise
distribution is summarized in Table 12.4. The corresponding noise PSD functions are
shown in Figure 11.1 and Figure 11.3. The table demonstrates that the diagonal
elements

14 , x

25, y

36 , z

( a c,d , a c,d , a c,d )

of

the

acceleration

tensor

contains

high-sensitive

measurements. This is of great importance for filter design (see chapter 13.1).

A ij

a c14,d, x

a c14,d, y

a c14,d, z

a c25,d, x

a c25,d, y

a c25,d, z

a c36,d, x

a c36,d, y

a c36,d, z

noise

hs

ls

hs

hs

hs

ls

hs

ls

hs

Table 12.4: Sensitivity attributes of axes for noise superposition. ‘hs’ means high-sensitive, ‘ls’ low-sensitive.

Because no additional variance-covariance information of the measurements has been
introduced into the estimation systems, the estimated variance-covariance matrix is not
representative. Correlations between the estimated parameters are reflected in the
variance-covariance matrix.
The variance-covariance matrix of the parameter estimation approach is a
function of the design matrix. Since it is composed of the measured CM and DM
accelerations, it is affected by their noise level. By the conditions approach, which solves
a linearized system, an iterative solution can be used. Thus, the influence of the
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difference between the real ICM and the Taylor ICM is reduced. This leads to a more
reliable variance-covariance matrix estimate.
If no additional variance-covariance information of the observations is used for
estimation, the conditions approach becomes a quasi-parameter approach. Therefore,
the results of both methods deliver identical results. If not mentioned explicitly, the
following plots will show only the results of the conditions approach.

12.3) Correlations of estimated parameters
After superposing realistic measurement noise on the common and differential mode
differences, obviously one column of the estimated ICM shows strongly deviating values.
The other elements of the estimated ICM have a much smaller deviation from the real
ICM. Moreover, the standard deviations of the estimated ICM do not reflect any
calibration problems (Figure 12.4, lower matrix).

Figure 12.4: Estimated inverse calibration matrix deduced from noisy CM and DM observations. Because both
approaches delivered the same result, only the conditions approach is shown here.

The calibration can be identified as successfully because in this solution, the estimated
biases are highly correlated to the estimated alignment parameters. To understand what
happened, the correlations of the estimated parameters have to be deduced from the
estimated variance-covariance information. The correlation of two parameters can be
computed by

rij =

σ ij
σ i ⋅σ j

.

(12.1)

The subscripts i, j describe the position of the standard deviation within the variancecovariance matrix ∑( xˆ ) . A value of rij = 1 describes full correlation, of rij = −1 describes
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full anti-correlation, and rij = 0 means that there is no correlation at all. For an optimal
estimation a highly uncorrelated system would be desirable.
Anyway, looking at the correlation matrices of the noise-free estimation result in
Figure 12.5 (left) reveals that the calibration does not derive uncorrelated parameters.
Moreover, the c11 parameter is highly correlated to the other parameters c12 , c13 of the
same row. That applies for c 22 and c33 , too (blue circles). Additionally, the common
mode parameters are correlated with the differential mode parameters (blue ellipses).
These correlations do not alter the calibration result, if noise-free data is used (c.f.
Figure 12.1).
This changes when realistic noise is superposed to the measured common and
differential mode accelerations. The applied biases leak into the estimated common and
differential mode parameters (Figure 12.5, right, blue pointers), which leads to apparent
estimation errors.

Figure 12.5: Correlation matrices of conditions approaches deduced from noise-free (left) and noisy common
and differential observations data. Strong correlations between ci2 and bj (blue arrows) disturb
the calibration result.

What exactly causes the correlations between the common mode parameters and the
biases? Since the common and differential mode noise alter the spectral behavior of the
data (Figure 11.2), the estimator cannot distinguish between alignment parameters and
biases. Thus, the biases leak into the common mode parameters and vice versa.
Additional correlations between the other parameters amplify the complexity of this
leakage problem. Comparing the amplitude of the estimation error with the correlations
−8

proves this assumption. The estimated biases b x , b z have a low error ( ~ 10 ), while the
error of the estimated bias b y has a higher magnitude than the applied bias itself
−7

( ~ 10 ). Figure 12.5 (right) shows that the

y component of the estimated virtual bias is
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highly correlated with the second row of the estimated common mode parameters (blue
pointers). Thus, the information of the bias leaks into the estimation of these parameters
and alters the calibration result.
Nevertheless these problems do not mean that the calibration result is not
usable. The estimated parameters should not be interpreted as the real alignment
parameters. They are rather one possible solution of alignment parameters. Therefore,
extracting some alignment parameters from the estimated ICM is not recommendable.
These calibration parameters are only valid, when all of them are further used together.
One main target of improvements for the calibration would be minimizing the
correlations. Lower correlations will lead to more stable results with respect to
superposed noise.
Another possibility for eliminating or reducing the erroneous leaking of biases
into the estimated alignment parameters would be using two-step estimation. First, the
common and differential mode biases are estimated and corrected. Afterwards, the
alignment parameters can be estimated. One problem of this method is that the common
mode observations cannot be synthesized. Therefore, only the biases of the differential
mode accelerations can be estimated. Moreover, this approach can only work if an
iterative solution strategy is used. For finding the alignment parameters, the biases are
needed and for finding the biases, the alignment parameters are needed (see chapter
5.4).

12.4) Component-wise CM and DM noise
Additional to the analysis of how the estimated parameters are correlated, the influence
of the CM and DM accelerations on the calibration error had to be investigated.
Therefore, white noise has been superposed component-wise on the common and
differential mode measurements. Analyzing the estimation error after calibration would
give an overview on the influence of every measurement on the parameters.
With this method it can be demonstrated that the noise of the differential mode xcomponent ( a d′ , x , ij = 14,25,36 ) influences the first column of the common mode
ij

parameters ( c11 , c 21 , c 31 ), the noise of the differential mode y-component ( a d′ , y )
ij

influences the second column of the common mode parameters ( c 21 , c 22 , c 23 ) and the
noise of the differential mode z-component ( a d′ , z ) influences the third column of the
ij

common mode parameters ( c 31 , c 32 , c 33 ), while their influence on the differential mode
parameter columns ( d ij ) exist, but is minor, because the differential mode observations
ij

( a d , y ) stabilize the parameterization. The influence on the estimated parameters of
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common mode accelerations measurement noise ( a c′ , k , k = x, y, z ) is small compared with
ij

the influence of differential mode accelerations measurement noise. Table 12.5
summarizes up the above-mentioned relations.

Comp.

a d′ ij, x

a d′ ij, y

a d′ ij, z

a c′ ,ijx

a c′ ,ijy

a c′ ,ijz

Major

c11 , c 21 , c 31

c 21 , c 22 , c 23

c 31 , c 32 , c 33

-

-

-

Minor

d 11 , d 21 , d 31

d 21 , d 22 , d 23

d 31 , d 32 , d 33

c11 , c 21 , c 31

c 21 , c 22 , c 23

c 31 , c 32 , c 33

Table 12.5: Influence of CM and DM measurement noise on estimation parameters.

The column-wise influence ( ci1 , ci 2 , ci 3 ) of the measurements on the estimated
parameters is of great importance, because it demonstrates that for a low calibration
error, all measurements must fulfill the quality requirements. If one component is
erroneous or includes measurement noise with large amplitude, the corresponding
estimation parameters cannot be deduced correctly. The whole problem of column-wise
noise influence arises because it is not possible to synthesize model common mode
accelerations. Introducing model CM accelerations into the system would exert a
constraint on the distribution of the estimated parameters errors. Unfortunately this is
not possible. Eventually data filtering can improve the calibration result and reduce the
unbalanced propagation of the noise into the estimated parameters (chapter 13.1).

12.5) Calibration with angular information noise
In this simulation, the model DM accelerations ( a d ) have been deduced by using
angular velocities and angular accelerations which were superposed by realistic noise
(see chapter 11.3). The IAQ noise PSD function has been chosen for noise synthesis,
because its amplitude is lower at higher frequencies than the noise from star-tracker
data. Nevertheless, we have to keep in mind, that correlations with gradiometer data
exist, because the IAQ angular information is not independent of the gradiometer
measurements. By introducing covariance information and defining a correlation
between model DM accelerations and angular information this problem could be
handled or at least reduced.
In Figure 12.6 the calibration result from data with IAQ model noise superposed
on angular information is shown. Because of the relatively low noise level of IAQ model
noise at higher frequencies, the calibration performance is acceptable. Comparing the
correlation of the estimated parameters (Figure 12.6, right) with the correlations of the
estimated parameters from the noise-free approach (Figure 12.5, left) shows that if no
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additional variance-covariance information is used, the correlation factors are not
influenced by the synthetic model DM accelerations.

Figure 12.6: Estimated inverse calibration matrix deduced by using model DM accelerations with noisy
angular information using IAQ noise model. Left: estimated parameters with standard deviation,
Right: corresponding correlation.

A simulation with star-tracker noise superposed to the angular velocities and angular
accelerations has been done, too. The calibration with star-tracker information derived
large calibration errors (Figure 12.7), but the correlations are nearly identical to those
of the noise-free approach (Figure 12.5, left).

Figure 12.7: Estimated inverse calibration matrix deduced by using model DM accelerations with noisy startracker information. Left: estimated parameters with standard deviation, Right: corresponding
correlation.
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12.6) Calibration with all noise components
Finally, all noise components had been superposed to all data sets. Again, for angular
noise the IAQ noise PSD has been chosen. As described in chapter 11.2), the same noise
PSD functions have been used for computing realistic common mode and differential
mode measurement noise.

Figure 12.8: Estimated inverse calibration matrix deduced by using noisy data.

Because of the low noise level of the IAQ angular information the estimation error is
mainly influenced by common and differential accelerations noise. Comparing Figure
12.8 with Figure 12.5 shows that even the correlation matrix is mainly influenced by the
CM and DM noise. By applying advanced methods, the calibration results should become
better.
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13) Advanced methods
For the following simulations the data set from chapter 12.6) has been chosen. It
contains gradiometer noise, angular velocity and angular accelerations noise. The ICM
and biases defined in chapter 12) have been applied to the CM and DM measurements.

13.1) Filtering
In chapter 11), it has been demonstrated that the measurements contain colored noise.
Moreover, at some frequencies, the noise becomes larger than the signal. Thus, these
frequencies might disturb the calibration. Cutting off or at least damping frequencies
with a high noise level could prevent leaking erroneous information into the calibration
system. Therefore, frequency-selective filters have been designed and applied to the
time series.

Figure 13.1:
Comparison of smoothed PSD functions of noisefree model differential mode accelerations (light
red: x, light green: y, light blue: z) and smoothed
PSD functions of noise-free model differential
mode accelerations with applied ICM (red: x,
green: y, blue: z) for all three accelerometer pairs
14, 25 and 36. The high and low sensitive
gradiometer noise is drawn in black. The noise of
angular information at acceleration level is drawn
in gray. Additionally, it has been distinguished
between differential mode acceleration noise
highly influenced by angular noise (lower PSD) and
low influenced by angular noise (upper PSD).

An optimally designed filter should preserve important information within the MBW, but
should remove frequencies with high noise. For being able to design such a filter, the
frequency behavior of measurement noise, noise-free time series and time series with
applied ICM has to be understood. Figure 13.1 shows noise-free differential mode
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accelerations and noise-free differential mode accelerations with applied ICM. Moreover
the measurement noise components at acceleration level have been plotted, too.
Before the frequencies with high noise level can be found, it has to be
distinguished how strong every component is influenced by noise. In chapter 11), the
noise PSD functions of gradiometer noise and angular information noise have been
derived. Additionally two types of accelerometer measurements were used. Highsensitive and low-sensitive axes were defined. The high-sensitive axes are the
14 , x

25, y

36 , z

acceleration tensor diagonals a c ,d , a c ,d , a c ,d
14 , y

14 , z

25, x

25, z

and contain lower noise amplitudes than
36 , x

36 , y

the low-sensitive axes a c , d , a c , d , a c , d , a c , d , a c , d , a c , d . By comparing the correct noise
levels, a filter can be designed to cut off all frequencies, where the noise becomes larger
than the signal.
In Figure 13.1 also the frequency response acceleration time series with applied
ICM

is

shown.

It

can

be

seen,

that

the

off-diagonal

elements

a c14,d, y , a c14,d, z , a c25,d, x , a c25,d, z , a c36,d, x , a c36,d, y are not as strongly influenced by the ICM as the diagonal
14 , x

25, y

36 , z

elements a c , d , a c , d , a c , d . Thus, the diagonal elements contain most of the information
needed for calibration.
Low-pass, high-pass and band-pass filter were designed and tested. While the
low-pass and high-pass filter did not improve the calibration result, the band-pass filter
could lower the overall calibration error and reduce the correlation of the estimated
parameters. Table 13.1 shows the frequencies of five designed and tested filters, and the
frequency response of them is plotted in Figure 13.2.

Filter type

Low-pass

High-pass

MBW

Band-pass

Stop band

Lower frequency [Hz]

0.02

-

0.005

0.0005

0.03

Upper frequency [Hz]

-

0.01

0.1

0.05

0.09

Table 13.1: Frequencies of designed filter.

In Figure 13.1 it can be seen that the gradiometer noise is lower at all frequencies than
the signal of high-sensitive components with applied ICM. But the signal of the lowsensitive components (off-diagonal) is at some frequencies lower than the gradiometer
noise level (cyan pointer, Figure 13.1). Therefore, the gradiometer noise is not really
decisive for the frequency band design of the filter. The angular rate noise plays a much
more important role for the filter design. Here one main problem for the whole external
calibration system arises. Over 0.005 Hertz, the angular noise level is higher than the
signal of all off-diagonal differential mode accelerations (black pointer, Figure 13.1).
Thus, the off-diagonal components can only add information for the magnitude of the
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bias and alignment parameters, which contribute their information at long wavelengths
to the estimation system.

Figure 13.2: Frequency response of five designed filter applied on white noise.

The filters are used in the calibration system by applying them to the common and
differential mode measurements and to the model differential mode accelerations. The
main task of the filter is to reduce the overall noise level and to de-correlate the
estimated parameters.
In Figure 13.3 the calibration results with applied MBW filter, high-pass filter and
low-pass filter are shown. Although the high-pass filter removed the correlation between
alignment parameters and biases, the overall calibration error remains large. Filtering
at low frequencies removes the bias information, thus the biases cannot be estimated
anymore at high precision. Although the gradiometer noise level is designed to be lowest
within the MBW, the angular information noise level of the IAQ data product is lowest at
high frequencies for the angular accelerations, while the noise of the angular velocities
is nearly white. The lowest estimation error has been deduced by using the low-pass
filter. Especially the high frequencies of the gradiometer and angular information noise
alter the signal. Additionally, by conserving low frequencies, the bias can be better
estimated. Here, the problem remains that biases are highly correlated to the alignment
parameters, so they can leak into their estimated values.
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Figure 13.3: Calibration result of estimation with applied band-pass filter outside MBW (upper), high-pass
filter at 0.01 Hz (middle) and low-pass filter at 0.02 Hz (lower). On the left side the difference of
the estimated ICM to the reference ICM and its standard deviation is plotted, on the right side
the corresponding correlations are shown.
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By analyzing the results of the three discussed filter, an improved stop-band and bandpass filter could be designed. Depending on the best calibration results of the low-pass
and high pass filter, the frequency bands of a band-pass and stop-band filter were
chosen. The calibration results with both filters are shown in Figure 13.4.

Figure 13.4: Calibration result of estimation with applied stop-band filter between 0.03 and 0.09 Hz (upper)
and band-pass filter at 0.0005 and 0.05 Hz (lower). On the left side the difference of the
estimated ICM to the reference ICM and its variance is plotted, on the right side the
corresponding correlations are shown.

Although the correlation between biases and alignment parameters could not be
completely removed but lowered, the overall calibration error has been strongly
reduced. This is because the designed band-pass filter removes those frequencies where
the overall noise level is higher than the signal itself. While the stop-band filter does not
improve the calibration result (low quality for second column), using the band-pass
filter, the overall correlations between the alignment parameters is stronger decreased.
Figure 13.4 demonstrates that with filtering the influence of noise on the calibration
result can be strongly reduced.
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13.2) Weighting and a-priori covariance information
According to equation (8.2), for the parameter approach only the covariance of the
estimated differential mode accelerations Σ(l) = Σ( a d ) can be used for setting up the
weighting matrix P ll =

1

σ l2

⋅ Σ(l) − . By using equations (6.13) and (7.6) the complete

variance-covariance propagation has been applied to the synthetic differential mode
accelerations. Since the inversion of the variance-covariance matrix lead to numerical
instabilities, another method had to be used for synthesizing the weighting matrix P ll .
Based on the variance-covariance matrix Σ( a d ) , the correlation matrix R (a d ) has
been deduced (see equation (12.1)). The inverse correlation matrix can be used as a
weighting matrix, because it correctly models the correlations between all parameters.
Per definition, the diagonal elements of the correlation matrix are 1. Thus, for a correct
weighting, the diagonal elements of the correlation matrix have been modified by the
standard deviations coming from the variance-covariance matrix. This synthetic matrix
has been used in the parameter approach. The results are shown in Figure 13.5.

Figure 13.5: Calibration result of parameter approach with overall noise and synthetic weighting matrix.

The comparison of Figure 13.5 with Figure 12.8 shows that no improvement on the
calibration quality could be achieved. On the contrary, the result is worse than before.
An explanation of this could be that only 1000 epochs at one second sampling have been
used for the calibration. The correlation functions of the gravity field shown in Figure
10.4 show that the correlation of the differential mode accelerations becomes low after
30 seconds. This reveals that a sampling of 10 to 30 seconds will improve the calibration
only if the correlation function of the signal converges to zero after a longer time period.
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Because in reality the signals are superposed by noise, other correlation functions which
are derived from the noise itself are used. Here the correlation length of the correlation
function plays an important roll. Sampling can be applied to reduce the correlation
length of the noise. A longer data set has a lower overall correlation. But the data cannot
be sampled from 1.0 Hz to 0.1Hz without additional processing. Before application of
the new sampling interval, frequencies above the highest frequency have to be filtered,
because they would alias into other frequencies of the signal and would disturb the
calibration. Moreover, applying re-sampling can reduce the calibration quality. Every
frequency band contains information about the signal, even the high frequencies.
Although at high frequencies the noise has larger amplitude, cutting these frequencies
by applying er-sampling removes the information stored by them. Thus re-sampling
should be used carefully. A better method for reducing the overall correlation is filtering
(see chapter 13.1) and 13.3)).
Although no improvements of the calibration quality could be found, the
weighting matrix should be used in the parameter approach anyway. The variancecovariance matrix of the estimated parameters becomes much more realistic than
without weighting (Figure 13.6, compare calibration error with variance information.).
Therefore the interpretation of the calibration result becomes more reliable.

Figure 13.6: Calibration result of conditions approach with overall noise and a-priori variance –covariance
information of the measured common and differential accelerations and the model differential
accelerations.

The conditions approach has one major advantage compared to the parameter approach.
Additional to the variance-covariance information of the model differential mode
accelerations Σ(a d ) , the variance-covariance matrices of the measured common and
differential mode accelerations Σ( a ′ c ), Σ( a ′ d ) can be used , because the measured
common and differential mode accelerations a ′ c , a ′ d are introduced as observations.
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According to equations (8.10) and (8.11), the variance-covariance matrix of the
observation vector

Σ(l ) = Q llσ l2 can be deduced by combing the two variance-

covariance matrices of the measured common and differential mode accelerations with
the variance-covariance matrices of the synthetic differential mode accelerations.
The variance-covariance matrix of the model differential mode accelerations have
been calculated by variance-covariance propagation as described above. The other two
variance-covariance matrices have been synthesized by utilizing the empirical standard
deviations of the time series and the autocorrelation functions of the noise PSD
functions (Figure 13.7). The calibration result of the conditions approach with
implemented a-priori covariance information of the model and measured accelerations is
shown in Figure 13.6. Because of the long correlation length of the signals (more than
1000 seconds, see chapter 13.3) the correlation of the estimated parameters has become
large, too. Because of the large memory requirements the data set length had to be
reduced to 850 epochs. The calibration error is comparable with that one shown in
Figure 12.8, but has become larger because of measurement correlations. For reducing
the correlation lengths, filtering should be applied. To deduce better results also longer
data sets have to be used. Because of memory restrictions, this could not be done at this
point.

13.3) Influence of filtering on correlation
The

variance-covariance

matrices

used

in

chapter

13.2)

were

composed

of

autocorrelation information of the model noise functions. While the correlation functions
of the measured common and differential mode accelerations a ′ c , a ′ d are influenced by
the measurement noise of the accelerometers, the correlation functions of the model
differential accelerations are influenced by the noise of the angular information and the
a-priori gravity field model.
Because filtering changes the correlation length of the noise, the influence of a
band-pass filter on the signal correlation is discussed here. In Figure 13.7 the influence
of a [0.0005, 0.05] band-pass filter on the correlation length of the noise of the
measured common and differential mode accelerations a ′ c , a ′ d is shown (The reader
should remember that the a-priori noise PSD of the common and differential mode
accelerations are identical.). It can be seen that if no filtering is applied to the data, the
correlation length is very long. Data of about five orbit revolutions (~27000s) is needed
to reduce the correlation below 0.2. After filtering the overall correlation becomes small
after 1000 seconds, which allows using shorter data sets for the calibration. Because the
correlation functions of the off-diagonal elements are comparable to those of the
diagonal elements, only the diagonal elements are shown in Figure 13.7.
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Figure 13.7: Autocorrelation functions common and differential mode acceleration noise (left). After applying
a [0.0005, 0.05] band-pass filter, the overall correlation data could be strongly reduced (right).

The overall correlation of the model differential mode accelerations is not as large as the
correlation of the measured common and differential mode accelerations, because it
depends on the chosen gravity field (see chapter 10.1) and on the noise of the angular
velocities and accelerations (see chapter 11). Nevertheless, applying filtering to the data
can strongly reduce the correlation (Figure 13.8 and Figure 13.9).
1

Figure 13.8: Autocorrelation functions of model differential mode accelerations noise (diagonal elements)
caused by angular information noise (left). After applying a [0.0005, 0.05] band-pass filter to the
data, the overall correlation could be strongly reduced (right).

While the off-diagonal elements have a negligibly small correlation (Figure 13.9), the
correlation of the diagonal elements is quite large (Figure 13.8). Especially the
25

correlation of the a d , y elements noise oscillates with a large amplitude and wavelength
of about one revolution (~5400s). After applying a band-pass [0.0005, 0.05] filter to the
data, the overall correlation becomes lower than ± 0.2 . Thus, if a well-chosen filter is
applied to the data, the off-diagonal elements of the variance-covariance matrix are
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smaller, which leads to a better calibration result. If combined with a longer data set,
the calibration error can be further reduced.
1

Figure 13.9: Autocorrelation functions of model differential mode accelerations noise (off-diagonal elements)
caused by angular information noise (left). After applying a [0.0005, 0.05] band-pass filter to the
data, the overall correlation slightly increases, but stays very small (right).

13.4) Overall improvement
The main target of the advanced methods applied to the calibration system was to
improve the overall calibration performance. Thus, the noise of the measured and model
accelerations had to be correctly modeled. A complete variance-covariance propagation
chain derived variance-covariances and correlation factors. Additional to this, the overall
correlation of the input data and estimated parameters had to be reduced. By applying
filtering and longer data sets the correlation length of the data could be significantly
reduced. By combining all improvement strategies, the calibration performance could be
raised up to

10 −3 for alignment parameters and 10 −8 for biases.

To demonstrate the achievable performance two examples, which stress all
improvement strategies, are shown in Figure 13.10 and Figure 13.11. As shown in
chapter 13.3), the correlation of the model accelerations can be neglected, if a bandpass filter is applied to the data. Thus, the parameter approach which uses epoch-wise
calculation can be used (see section 8.1). This makes it possible to use long data sets for
calibration. A data set length of 5 days with one second sampling (432000 epochs) was
used for the calibration. Moreover, a [0.0005, 0.05] band-pass filter was applied to the
data. Figure 13.10 shows that because of the filtering and the long data set length a
very good calibration accuracy of lower than 10

−3

could be achieved. Moreover, the

correlation between the biases and the alignment parameters could be completely
eliminated. Some low correlations between the alignment parameters ( cij , d ij ) remained.
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Figure 13.10: Calibration result of parameter approach, epoch-wise estimation, applied [0.0005, 0.05] bandpass filter and weighting. A data set of 5 days was used. Left: Estimation error of inverse
calibration matrix and corresponding variance-covariance matrix. Right: Correlation matrix of
estimated parameters.

In Figure 13.11 the same data set, but with a length of 850 seconds, was used for the
conditions approach. Because of memory restrictions only this short data set length
could be used for the calibration.

Figure 13.11: Calibration result of conditions approach with applied [0.0005, 0.05] band-pass filter and
additional variance-covariance information of the measured and model accelerations. A data set
with 850 seconds length was used. Left: Estimation error of inverse calibration matrix and
corresponding variance-covariance matrix. Right: Correlation matrix of estimated parameters.

A [0.0005, 0.05] band-pass filter was applied to the data shown in Figure 13.11, too.
Moreover, synthetic variance-covariance information of the measured common and
differential accelerations and the model differential accelerations was applied to the
calibration system.
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Because of the short data set length, the overall calibration quality is not as good as with
the parameters approach. Nevertheless the overall correlations of the estimated
parameters are significantly reduced. The mean calibration error of the alignment
parameters is about 10

−3

and for the biases 10

−8

.

13.5) Filtering and bias
One main purpose of data filtering is removing the leaking of biases into the estimated
alignment parameters. It has already mentioned in chapter 13.1) that applying a highpass or band-pass filter reduces the correlation of the estimated biases with the
alignment parameters. It has to be investigated what happens to the bias when a filter is
applied to the data.
A bias can be interpreted as low frequency information of the signal. Thus,
applying a filter which cuts-off or damps low frequencies removes biases from the
signal. Figure 13.12 shows how a [0.0001] high-pass filter removes a bias of the noise14

free differential mode acceleration a d , x .

Figure 13.12: PSD (left) and time (right) plot of filtered (blue) and unfiltered (red) data. It can be seen that a
high-pass filter removes the bias.

When a filter which damps low frequencies is applied to the data, then the calibration
system would not be able to estimate biases any more. Some simulations with different
filters and noise time series have been done. A low-pass, high-pass and band-pass filter
has been applied to noisy and noise-free data on which a bias of 10

−8

m s 2 has been

applied. Two days of every data set has been used to produce estimated calibration
parameters with the modified conditions approach. The amplitudes of the estimated
biases are summarized in Table 13.2.
If no filtering or low-pass filtering is applied, the calibration system can estimate
biases with the correct amplitude of about 10

−8
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6). In contrast to this, a calibration with high-pass filtered data where low frequencies
have been removed produces biases of about 10

−13

m s 2 to 10 −14 m s 2 (see Table 13.2

column 4 and 7), which is numerical zero.

Table 13.2:

Filter type

Noise type

Amp. of est. bias

no filter

noise-free

~10-8 m/s²

low-pass

noise-free

~10-8 m/s²

high-pass

noise-free

~10-14 m/s²

no filter

noisy

~10-8 m/s²

low-pass

noisy

~10-7 m/s²

high-pass

noisy

~10-13 m/s²

Mean amplitude of estimated bias deduced by two days of data and by using the modified
conditions approach. Filtering low frequencies removes the biases. Thus the calibration system
did not estimate biases for high-pass filtered data.

Thus, when filtering is applied to the data, the estimated biases become not reliable.
This can also be seen in the correlation matrix of the estimated parameters. When the
biases have been removed from the signal, the estimated biases become uncorrelated.
Although the biases are not reproducible any more, the estimated alignment parameters
remain reliable. They are even better estimated.

13.6) Additional strategies / modified conditions approach
As mentioned in chapter 13.4), a long data set with high sampling rate can reduce the
overall calibration error. For testing the convergence behavior of the calibration, a
modified conditions approach, which allows to process long data sets, has been
developed (see formulas (13.2) to (13.4)). This new approach has been applied to a data
set with variable epoch length of 1000 seconds to seven days at one second sampling.
For reducing the overall signal noise level, a band-pass filter has been applied to the
data. Moreover, variance information of the measured common and differential
accelerations and the model differential accelerations could be introduced into the
system. The result of the calibration in dependence on the data set length is shown in
Figure 13.13. The maximal, minimal and mean calibration error and its standard
deviation, which are presented as yellow, blue and red lines have been deduced by:
−

−

Maximal error at epoch length N: max( K real ( N ) − K est ( N ))
−

−

Minimal error at epoch length N: min( K real ( N ) − K est ( N ))
−

(13.1)

−

Mean error at epoch length N: mean( K real ( N ) − K est ( N ))
Mean Standard deviation at epoch length N: mean(σK real ( N ) − σK est ( N ))
−
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Although a tendency of smaller errors when using longer data sets can be seen in Figure
13.13, the mean calibration error does not converge below

10 −4 , no matter how long the

chosen epoch is. Moreover, in reality the alignment parameters might suffer small
variations over time (this has not been simulated here). Thus, a too long data set length
can lead to larger calibration errors, too.
Figure 13.13 shows that the maximal error does only slightly reduce at longer
−3

data set length and is about 10 , while the minimal error becomes below 10

−6

at epoch

lengths longer than 5 days. The mean calibration error does in general also converge to

10 −4 , but is at some epoch lengths below and at some epoch lengths above the mean
standard deviation. This means, a low standard deviation (and also a long data set
length) does not guarantee a small deviation from the real calibration matrix. As
mentioned in chapter 12), the estimated calibration parameters should not be seen as
real alignment parameters, but one solution for possible alignment parameters fulfilling
the best linear unbiased estimation (BLUE). Thus, when the estimated parameters are
further processed, they have to be used always together as one solution. Using only one
parameter would not lead to feasible results.

Figure 13.13: Estimation performance of modified conditions approach with applied band-pass filter.

The main weakness of the conditions approach is its large conditions matrix. For making
it possible to use a larger data set, the conditions approach can be reformulated into a
modified conditions estimation approach. First, a modified observation vector l′ , a
vector of residuals v ′ , and a variance-covariance matrix of the observations ∑(l′) are
introduced. They are obtained by a linear transformation which is described by a matrixT

vector multiplication with the conditions matrix B :
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(13.2)

l′ = B l , v′ = B v , ∑(l′) = B ⋅ ∑(l) ⋅ B
T

T

T

Next, equation (8.7) is reformulated and the modified vectors are inserted.

B l + B v − β = − Ax
T

T

(13.3)

( l′ − β ) + v ′ = − A x
The estimated parameter vector x̂ can be found by solving the Gauss-Markov system.
The variance-covariance matrix of the parameters ∑ ( xˆ ) is found by applying variancecovariance propagation to the linear estimation system. It depends only on the variancecovariance matrix ∑(l ′) and the design matrix A :
T
T
xˆ = −( A ∑(l′) − A) − A ∑(l′) − (l′ − β )

(13.4)

∑( xˆ ) = ( A ∑(l′) − A) − A ⋅ ∑(l′) − A ⋅ ( A ∑(l′) − A) − = ( A ∑(l′) − A) −
T

T

T

T

It has been shown in section 13.3) that by means of filtering the time-correlation of the
input data can be substantially reduced. In this case, the whole system can be
generalized by assuming that the time-wise correlation of the data can be neglected. If
the data is not time-correlated, the variance-covariance matrix of the observations ∑(l)
becomes block-diagonal, with remaining correlations only within one epoch. Thus, an
epoch-wise solution of this system can be introduced (see chapter 8.1), which allows to
process longer data sets.

Figure 13.14: Calibration result of modified conditions approach with overall noise and a-priori variance–
covariance information of the measured CM and DM accelerations and the model DM
accelerations. The configuration is identical to the calibration result shown in Figure 13.6. Thus
the calibration error is the same.

By using the modified conditions approach, the same data set length as within the
parameter approach can be used. Additionally, similar to the conditions approach, a-
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priori variance information of the measured CM and DM accelerations and model DM
accelerations can be introduced into the system. In Figure 13.14 the calibration result
applying to the modified conditions approach is shown. The data set is identical with the
one used in the conditions approach shown in Figure 12.8. Thus, the calibration result
and the correlation matrices are identical for both methods. Because of lower memory
demand, in the modified conditions approach defined in this chapter more epochs can be
used than in the original conditions approach.
To demonstrate that the modified conditions approach combines the advantages
of the potential to use long data sets of the parameter approach with the improved
stochastic modeling of the conditions approach, a data set with four orbit revolutions
(~6 hours) length at one second sampling, applying [0.0005, 0.05] band-pass filter has
been used for calibration. The calibration result is shown in Figure 13.15. The same data
set has been used in the parameter approach shown in Figure 13.10.
The calibration result shown in Figure 13.15 is comparable with the result shown
in Figure 13.10. This demonstrates that the calibration quality mainly depends on the
noise level of measured and model data, the type of filtering and the number of epochs
used for calibration. The overall correlation of the estimated parameters has become
very small. Thus, the strategy of combining the use of longer data sets with filtering for
reducing the correlation length was successful.

Figure 13.15: Calibration result of modified conditions approach with overall noise and a-priori variance –
covariance information of the measured CM and DM accelerations and the model DM
accelerations. A [0.0005, 0.05] band-pass filter has been applied to the data and a data set
length of 5 days at 1 second sampling has been used.

A more detailed analysis of the impact of additional variance information of the
measured common and differential mode accelerations can be done by comparing the
calibration errors of the parameter approach (Figure 13.10) with the calibration errors
of the modified conditions approach (Figure 13.15). In Figure 13.16 the calibration
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errors of both approaches are shown, but are differently colored than in the previous
plots. It can be seen that the errors have similar amplitudes and even the variance
information differs only slightly. Nevertheless, the calibration error could be slightly
reduced by introducing the variance information in the second approach. Thus, the
synthetic variance-covariance information of the measured CM and DM accelerations
can be used for improving the calibration quality.
The most peculiar difference between the parameter and modified conditions
approach can be found in the correlation information of the estimated parameters
(Figure 13.17). The overall correlation of the parameters resulting from the modified
conditions approach has been strongly reduced. The correlation among the biases and
the correlations between common and differential mode parameters have been
completely eliminated (see chapter 13.5). This gives a clue how the estimated biases
have been made completely uncorrelated from the other estimated parameters.

Figure 13.16: Calibration error of parameter approach (left) and modified conditions approach (right) with
overall noise and a-priori variance–covariance information of the measured CM and DM
accelerations and the model DM accelerations. A [0.0005, 0.05] band-pass filter has been
applied to the data and a data set length of 5 days at 1 second sampling has been used.

By using a data set length of 4 orbit revolutions (~6 hours) a mean calibration error of
about

10 −3 could already be achieved. This calibration quality is comparable with the

calibration deduced from an epoch length of seven days. Thus, the calibration error does
not only primarily depend on the used data set length, but on the data processing
methods like filtering. Because of high noise levels, the filters are designed to cut off or
damp those frequencies where the noise level is larger than the signal.
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Figure 13.17: Correlation matrix of estimated parameter approach of the parameter approach (left) and
modified conditions approach (right).

13.7) Influence of ICM on gravity field recovery
As already mentioned in chapter 2), the external calibration method described in this
study can be used as an additional tool beside on-ground and in-flight calibration. Thus,
the derived calibration parameters can be used for correcting the gradiometer
measurements. In practice, the on-ground and in-flight calibration methods are expected
to deliver more precise alignment parameters, so that the external calibration method
described in this study will probably used only for validation purposes. In spite of this
fact, in this last section it shall be investigated which gravity filed accuracy is achievable
if it is used as a stand-alone calibration method.
To answer this question the synthetic ICM described in chapter 12) has been
applied on 27 days of E2E gradiometer data (red time series in Figure 13.19). Based on
this data calibration parameters have been deduced by using the modified conditions
approach and a-priori band-pass filtering.

Figure 13.18: Time series of GGT diagonal elements Uxx (left), Uyy (middle) and Uzz (right). The original signal
is drawn in black, the signal with applied ICM in red and the signal with corrected ICM
deduced by external calibration is drawn in blue. The calibration could remove most of the
errors. (The blue line of the Uxx and Uzz signal is nearly identical to the black line)
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The estimated alignment parameters were used to calibrate the uncalibrated data. This
was done by transforming the GGT (Gravity Gradient Tensor) elements into DM
accelerations by using angular information. The estimated calibration matrix has been
applied to the DM accelerations. These calibrated DM accelerations were retransformed into GGT elements. In Figure 13.18 and Figure 13.19 the time series and
PSD’s of the diagonal gradient tensor elements of the original GGT (black), which are
assumed to be perfectly calibrated and thus represent the reference scenario, the
uncalibrated GGT (red), and the GGT after external calibration (blue) are shown.

Figure 13.19: PSD of GGT diagonal elements Uxx (left), Uyy (middle) and Uzz (right). The original signal is
drawn in black, the signal with applied ICM in red and the signal with corrected ICM deduced
by external calibration is drawn in blue. It can be seen that most of the influence of the ICM
could be removed.

The time series plot (Figure 13.18) shows that most of the errors caused by the ICM
could be removed by external calibration. The PSD plot (Figure 13.19) shows more
details. It can be seen that the influence of the ICM is largest within the bandwidth of

8 ⋅ 10 −1 Hz and 0.5 Hz (Figure 13.19, red PSD). Frequencies below 8 ⋅ 10 −1 Hz are not
significantly changed. At very high frequencies a small error still remains after external
calibration (Figure 13.19, blue PSD).
Based on these three scenarios, the gravity field has been recovered. For this
task, the Quicklook software QL-GFA developed by the GOCE DAPC (Data Archiving and
Processing Center) Graz has been used ([2], [15], [29]). The deviations of the estimated
coefficients from the reference coefficients (EGM96, [7]) are shown in Figure 13.20. For
calculation a SGG-only computing method has been used. Thus, only the gradiometer
observations have been used for estimating the gravity field coefficients.
The largest error caused by the applied ICM can be found at low degrees of 0 to
20 (Figure 13.20, right). Moreover at higher degrees of 100-200, the deviations become
larger, too. After applying the estimated ICM the error at low degrees could be strongly
reduced (Figure 13.20, middle). The overall errors of the estimated coefficients have
been reduced, too.
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Figure 13.20: Coefficient differences of the estimated coefficients deduced from original GGT (left), calibrated
GGT (middle) and uncalibrated GGT (right) by using QL-GFA.

The degree median plot (for definition see equation (12.1)) of the estimated coefficients
(Figure 13.21) shows that especially at low degrees of 0-90 the errors of the recovered
coefficients deduced from calibrated data could be removed. At higher degrees the
errors could be reduced by

10−1 . If no other calibration methods are available, the

external calibration method used as stand-alone tool can be used for calibration and
delivers reliable accelerations. Nevertheless, if an external-only calibration approach is
used instead of internal calibration, a loss of accuracy by 10

−3

has to be expected.

Figure 13.21: Degree median plot of coefficients error estimates deduced from the original signal (blue), from
the calibrated signal (cyan) and from the erroneous signal (red). The degree median of the EGM
coefficients is drawn in black.

It has to be mentioned that for the gravity field recovery realistic measurement noise
had been superposed on the gravity gradient measurements. For a better understanding
how the errors of the estimated alignment parameters propagate into the estimated
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gravity field coefficients, the noise PSD’s of the original signal, the calibrated signal and
the non-calibrated signal are shown in Figure 13.22.

Figure 13.22: PSD of signal and signal noise amplitudes. The noise-free signal PSD is drawn in black, the
noisy signal PSD in gray. The noise PSD of the original signal (gray) is drawn in red, while the
noise PSD of the calibrated signal is drawn in green. The difference between the calibrated
signal PSD and the original noisy signal PSD is draw in cyan (~=red minus green line). The
difference between the calibrated signal PSD and the non-calibrated (original noisy signal with
applied ICM) PSD is draw in yellow.

The yellow and cyan PSD’s plotted in Figure 13.22 demonstrate how the overall noise
has been reduced by applying alignment parameters deduced by external calibration.
The yellow line shows the PSD of the difference between the non-calibrated signal and
the calibrated signal. The cyan line shows the PSD of the difference between the
calibrated and the (noisy, no alignment errors) signal. It can be seen that the overall
noise level of the calibrated signal is 10

−2

smaller than the noise level of the non-

calibrated signal. Thus, the deviations of the estimated gravity field coefficients derived
from the calibrated signal are smaller than those derived from the non-calibrated signal.
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14) Conclusions
In this study three approaches for external calibration of EGG satellite data on the
acceleration level with an a-priori global gravity field model have been introduced.
Every approach has advantages and disadvantages. The parameter approach can handle
a large number of epochs, but because no variance-covariance information of the
measured CM and DM accelerations can be introduced to the system, the stochastic
model is incomplete, and the overall correlation of the estimated parameters cannot be
completely eliminated. The conditions approach can introduce variance-covariance
information of the measured CM and DM accelerations to the system, but because of the
large dimension of the conditions matrices, the maximal number of epochs used for
calibration is limited. The modified conditions approach introduced in chapter 13.6),
applied epoch-wise, combines the advantages of both approaches. Additional variancecovariance information of the measured CM and DM accelerations can be used and a
large epoch length can be handled, too.
The conditions and the modified conditions approach deliver numerical identical
results. The difference between both methods is that the modified conditions approach
has been modified for being able to apply epoch-wise adjustment. Thus, the mediate
approach only is applicable, if the input data is not time-correlated. This leads to one of
the major problems all introduced calibration approaches suffer from: The high colored
noise level of the measured and synthetic accelerations. While the measured CM and
DM accelerations contain gradiometer measurement noise (see chapter 11), the
synthetic DM accelerations have to be modeled with noisy angular information. The
noise of the data causes time-correlation with long correlation length (see chapter 13.3).
Additionally, low frequency noise is interpreted by the estimation system as bias, which
causes low quality bias estimates. Thus, the calibration quality mostly depends on the
overall noise-level of the input data.
Two methods for handling the frequency-dependent noise levels of the data have
been investigated. First, the noise was modeled by introducing consistent variancecovariance information. By doing this, the correlation of the estimated parameters could
be strongly reduced. Second, by applying filtering to the data, the frequencies with high
noise levels could be cut off or damped. After filtering, the time-correlation of the
measured CM and DM accelerations and the model DM accelerations could be
significantly reduced.
Simulations with data set lengths of up to seven days showed, that if filtering is
applied to the data, the overall calibration error could not be further reduced by
increasing the number of epochs. Additional epochs add information mainly to the lower
frequencies and increase the redundancy of the system. Because the filter were
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designed to cut-off low frequencies for preventing them to leak into the estimated
biases, a longer data set does not improve the calibration quality. Moreover, as
described in chapter 13.5), filtering low frequencies removes the bias from the signal,
which makes the estimation of the bias impossible. Nevertheless, if no filter is applied to
the data, the time-correlation is not negligible. Thus, the epoch-wise mediate approach
cannot be applied because of time-correlated information. The parameter approach did
not produce better results with unfiltered data sets, too. The low frequency noise of the
signals was interpreted as bias.
In chapter 13.7) the influence of non-calibrated data on the quality of gravity field
recovery is shown. It has been demonstrated that the overall estimated gravity field
recovery error could be strongly reduced if external calibrated data is used instead of
non-calibrated data. Moreover, it was shown that especially the error of the zonal
coefficients of the estimated gravity field coefficients could be strongly reduced by using
external calibrated data.
In general, by applying efficient data pre-processing and consistent variancecovariance propagation, all calibration methods described in this study did produce
reliable results. By using the developed strategies, the calibration error could be
−3

reduced to below 10 . If angular information with lower noise levels were available, the
calibration quality could be further improved.
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IV APPENDIX
15) Reference Frames
Several reference frames are used in this work. The gradiometer-relevant reference
frames (GRF, ARF, OAGRF) have already been defined and described when they were
used for the first time (chapters 3) and 4)). Some other reference frames were used
implicitly but, were not described in detail. Thus, in this chapter reference frames being
relevant for this thesis are briefly described. A more detailed definition with additional
information about transformations between frames can be found in [10] and [24].

15.1) Inertial reference frame (IRF)
The origin of the IRF is located in the centre of mass of the earth. The X

IRF

axis is

defined to be at the intersection of the mean ecliptic plane with the mean equatorial
plane at a fixed time. It points towards the vernal equinox, while the Y
orthogonal to the mean equatorial plane and the Z

IRF

IRF

axis is

axis completes the right-handed

reference frame (Figure 15.1). In practice, the reference frame is realized by setting the
time for example to 1.1.2000 0:0:0, which defines the J2000 Equatorial Reference Frame
(JERF).

15.2) Earth-Fixed Reference Frame (ERF)
Like the IRF, the ERF’s origin is located in the earth’s centre of mass. The second
derivatives of the gravitational gradient ( U ij , i, j = r , θ , λ ) used in this work are originally
represented in this reference frame. The X

ERF

axis is defined to be at the intersection

between a defined meridian (e.g. Greenwich) and the mean equator, the Y
the mean equatorial plane and is orthogonal to the X

ERF

ERF

axis, and the Z

lies within
ERF

points

toward the north pole.

15.3) Local Orbital Reference Frame (LORF)
The LORF is defined by the orbit of the satellite and its actual position. The origin of the
LORF is located in the centre of mass of the satellite. The X

LORF

axis is parallel to the

instantaneous direction of the velocity vector of the satellite. The Y
to the instantaneous angular momentum and the Z

LORF

LORF

axis is parallel

axis is orthogonal to the other

two axes. Although the LORF is defined here, it was not used in any computations of this
work.
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Z IRF

Z LORF
X

Orbital plane

LORF

Perigee

Apogee

u

Y LORF

Orbit

X IRF
ϒ

Equator

Ω

Y IRF

Figure 15.1: Inertial Reference Frame and Local Orbit Reference Frame.

15.4) Local North Oriented Reference Frame (LNOF)
The origin of the LNOF is coincident with the satellite’s centre of mass. The Z
points toward centre of mass of the earth, the X

LNOF

LNOF

axis

axis points towards the rotational

axis of the earth and is orthogonal to the mean orbital plane. The Y

LNOF

axis completes

the orthogonal right-handed reference frame. After computing the second derivatives of
the gravitational gradients in the ERF they are transformed into the LNOF by
transforming the base functions by using linear combination (chapter 6). After that, by
using the IERS (International Earth Rotation Service) standards the base functions are
transformed from LNOF to IRF.
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15.5) Gradiometer Reference Frame (GRF)
The GRF has been used in chapter 3). Its origin is located at the centre of the
gradiometer grid. The X

GRF

1

axis points towards the first accelerometer A , the Y
2

towards the second accelerometer A and the Z

GRF

GRF

axis points towards the third

3

accelerometer A . The GRF and the LNOF are not coincident. The GRF and LORF are
shown in Figure 15.2.

Z LORF

X GRF

Z GRF

X GRF
X LORF

GRF
OLNOF

O GRF

Y GRF
Orbit

Y GRF

Z GRF

Y LORF

Figure 15.2: Local Orbit Reference Frame and Gradiometer Reference Frame with respect to earth (left). Axis
definition of the GRF (right).

15.6) Accelerometer reference frame (ARF)
The ARF is the frame in which the accelerations of the PM relative to the cage are
measured. There exist one ARF for every of the six accelerometer. The ARF is defined
depending on the OAG, the accelerometer belongs to. The centre of the ARF is defined
to be coincident with the centre of mass of the proof mass of the accelerometer. The

X ARF points towards the X GRF axis, the Y ARF points towards the Y GRF axis and the
Z ARF points towards the Z GRF axis. All ARF axes are aligned to be parallel to the sides
of the PM. Figure 15.3 shows the alignment of the ARF with respect to the GRF.
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X GRF
X 1ARF

X 2ARF

Y1ARF

O1ARF
Z1ARF

X 6ARF
Y6ARF

X

O2ARF

ARF
2

ARF
2

Y

Y2ARF

Y
Z

O6ARF

O

Z

GRF

Z 6ARF

ARF
2

ARF
2

O5ARF
Z 5ARF

X 3ARF

O3ARF
Z 3ARF

Y3ARF

X 4ARF
Y4ARF

ARF
2

Y5ARF

X 5ARF

Z GRF

O4ARF
Z 4ARF

Figure 15.3: Schematic plot of ARF2 (left) and alignment of all six ARF’s in the gradiometer grid with respect
to the GRF (right).

15.7) One axis gradiometer reference frame (OAGRF)
There exist one OAGRF for every accelerometer pair. The origins of the three OAGRF’s
are defined to be in middle point of the line joining the two accelerometers which belong
14

to the designated OAG. The accelerometer pair A
pair A

25

belongs to OAG1 , the accelerometer

belongs to OAG2 and the accelerometer pair A

36

belongs to OAG3 . The three

axis of the OAGRF’s are parallel to the axis of the ARF of the belonging accelerometers.
OAG

Thus, X ij

ARF

points towards X i

OAG

, Yij

points towards Yi

ARF

X iARF . The direction of the ARF axis can be seen in Figure 15.3.
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17) Abbreviations
ARF

Accelerometer Reference Frame

CM

Common Mode

COM

Centre of Mass

DM

Differential Mode

E2EV4

End to End Version 4

EGG

Electrostatic Gravity Gradiometer

ECERF

Earth Centered Earth Fixed Reference Frame

ECSRF

Earth Centered Space Fixed Reference Frame

ESA

European Space Agency

GGT

Gravitational Gradient Tensor

GOCE

Gravity Field and Steady-State Ocean Circulation Explorer

GRF

Gradiometer Reference Frame

HPF

High Level Processing Facility

IAQ

a E2EV4 quaternion data product

ICM

Inverse Calibration Matrix

IRF

Inertial Reference System

IERS

International Earth Rotation Service

JERF

J2000 Equatorial Reference Frame

LNOF

Local North Oriented Frame

LORF

Local Orbital Reference Frame

MBW

Measurement Bandwidth

OAG

One Axis Gradiometer

OAGRF

One Axis Gradiometer Reference Frame

PSD

Power Spectral Density

PM

Proof Mass

QL-GFA

Quicklook Gravity Field Analysis

STR

Star Tracker

TAG

Three Axis Gradiometer
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